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FOREffORD 

Do you keep a scrap book? We thought not. 
Neither did we, until this year. Listen care­
fully and we will tell you how we did it. \V e 
got a shoe box, and into it we placed the news 
articles which chronicle the school year. Of­
ten, we could not find the scissors so "r-r­
rip''-out came the eli pping. Then we bor­
rowed a paste-pot and a blank book, patched 
up a cover from an old El Rodeo and letters 
from advertisements, and pasted in the clip­
pings. And then-we liked the honest, homely 
appearance of the book so much that we 
called in a Genii who waved a magic wand, 
blew a magic breath and lo-here is a scrap­
book for you-and you-and you. 
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UNDEFEATED-UNTIED-UNSCORED UPON 

First row from the left: W. Troutner, C. Johnson, mgrs.; R. Selma, H. 
Wilson, R. Lander, H. Enberg, J. Benich, J. Hart. 
Second row from the left: Coach J. C. Deuel, N. Zipser, C. Dana, A. 
Adams, R. Robinson, A. Turner, E. Copeland C. Davidson, W. 
Abbegg, Coach Howie O'Daniels. 
Third row from the left: D. Laver, L. Rios, W. Metz, R. Gambell, G. 
Smith, C. Bjork, R. Pearl, H. Vervais, R. Bayles. 
FRESHMEN FETED 
Sept. 1.-Cal Poly opened their 
social season this evening with a 
big dance in honor of the new stu­
dents. Although the enrollment is 
small the number of new students 
is large. The evening was spent in 
dancing to the music of the Para­
mount Dance band. The gym was 
decorated in orange and green with 
excellent lighting effects supplied 
by the electrical department. The 
new fellows were duly welcomed 
and made at home by those attend­
ing from town. This was not only 
an affair of welcome but one where 
the old and new students could be­
come acquainted. 
The student activities committee 
had complete charge of the man­
agement of this affair, and it will 
have charge of all the succeeding 
social events as well as campus ac­
tivities. The members of this group 
are Fred Perozzi, Lavernze Star­
key, Owen Diener, Bob Robinson, 
Ed Jauch, and Phil Taylor. chair­
man. 
FACULTY ELECTS 
A self-administered faculty club 
composed of the administrative 
staff and the instructional staff of 
the California Polytechnic school, 
has been formed for the coming 
school year, according to an an­
nouncement. 
The purpose of the club is to dis­
cuss professional problems, pro­
vide an organized group to assist 
student functions, and for enter­
tainment. 
At the first meeting, held yester­
day, George P. Couper was elected 
president, Wilbur B. Howes vice­
president, and Mrs. Alice Daniel 
secretary-treasurer. No dues - will 
be charged, it is said. Among the 
functions planned are a dinner at 
the Atascadero Inn, several card 
parties, and two "pot luck" supners 
in the social room of the school. 
KRAMER LEADS YELL 
Showing plenty of school spirit, 
Loel Kramer, alumni, put forth 
"great and noble" efforts as substi­
tute for the regular yell leader at 
the football game played in Santa 
Barbara between the State College 
varsity and the Poly Mustangs. 
Phil Taylor, the Poly varsity yell 
leader, was unable to be present at 
the game so Kramer led the attend­
ing rooters in a series of enthusi­
astic yells which are declared to 
have given the football team great 
encouragement. 
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GRID COACH 

Fresno Frosh 
Lose to Poly 
Cal Poly, 6; Fresno State Col­
lege Frosh 0! 
Saturday under a sweltering sun, 
Howie O'Daniels' Mustangs nosed 
out Fresno State's strong freshman 
squad. The score was highly grati­
fying to Poly fans in view of the 
fact that Fresno trimmed Poly 21-0 
last year. 
The lone touchdown of the game 
came late in the first stanza when 
Gambell, Mustang fullback, spun 
off tackle for a gain of 30 yards. 
The score was the result of a drive 
from the State college's 48-yard 
line. 
Poly retired to pure defensive 
tactics after their score. Gambell's 
fine punting was a feature of the 
work. With the Mustang reserves 
on the field in the third quarter, 
Fresno made a drive to the Poly 
25-yard marker. Coach O'Daniels 
sent in his first string to stem the 
tide. By holding for dowri_s and 
kicking the Mustangs got out of 
danger. Fresno began passing at 
this point and kept the air full of 
footballs to no avail. 
The game ended with the ball in 
Poly's possession on the Fresno 35­
yard line. 
The line work of AI Adams, 
Dana, Hart, Bjork, Bayles and Ver­
vais was outstanding for the Green 
and Gold. The best ground gaining 
backfield combination proved to be 
Gambell, Rios, Robinson ana Zip­
ser. 
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FACULTY CHANGED 
Several changes will be noted in 
the California Polytechnic school 
staff when the state vocational in­
stitution opens for the 1933-34 
year next week. 
In the athletics department, 
Capt. J. C. Deuel is now director 
of athletics and in charge of gym­
nasium classes, baseball and track. 
Howard "Howie" O'Daniels, former 
Mission high school coach, will tu­
tor the grid and basketball squads 
as well as help out in the other 
sports. 
The chief accountant's job has 
been taken over by ·walter Tenne­
son. Mrs. Alice Daniels has taken 
over the position o:(. assistant to 
the director of the institution. The 
dining hall has been put under the 
direction of A. R. Noggle, and Ver­
non Meacham has resumed teach­
ing duties in the dairy department. 
The work of industrial coordina­
tor has been given to C. E. Knott, 
and the farm superintendency has 
been added to the duties of George 
M. Drumm. 
TALKS LIGHTS 
The Student Affairs Council of 
the California Polytechnic school 
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Ags Victors 
at State Fair 
SACRAMENTO, Sept. 5 (Spe­
cial).-Livestock entered by the 
California Polytechnic school and 
by student owners took a large 
number of nrizes in the open divi­
sion at the state fair this week, a 
summary of awards made today
revealed. 
In the fat cattle division, La 
Vernze Starkey's summer yearling 
Hereford steer took second. Col-
year Burress' junior yearling took 
second in its class, Robert Nevin's 
crossbred steer took first and Bill 
Owens' fat heifer second in the 
class over one year and under two. 
In the sheep classes, Bob Nevin's 
ram under one year took fourth. 
In the Hampshire wether lamb 
class, James Bogert took first and 
third, and first in pen entries. 
Charles Stone took first in junior 
barrows and fourth in pen of three, 
in Duroc-Jerseys.
In the dairy classes in Holstein 
female senior yearlings, Gerald 
Busch's individual took sixth and 
a school animal took seventh. In 
two-year-old Jersey females, Or-
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and William Troutner. The stu- ' use 1 ~t::u dents and their livestock which will cave 
ican not be sold will return next Tues- fJ_reday. 
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may be midnight. 
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PORTERVILLE 
DRUBBED '24-0 
The Cal Poly Mustangs kept their 
goal line uncrossed and their unde­
feated record intact Saturday in 
the annual Homecoming game, by 
trouncing the Porterville Junior 
College eleven 24-0. Bob Gambr,U 
opened the scoring after a pass . 
Rios to Vervais, had netted 20 
yards. 
Failing in this conversion as in 
all others, Poly was held to the 6-0 
score during the first half. In the 
final two quarters, Gambell revers­
ed for a 30-yard run to score, Metz 
galloped five yards around end for 
another tally after Porterville had 
fumbled, and Robinson returned 
what was intended to be a punt out 
of danger, with a 40-yard run 
through the entire Porterville team 
for the last marker. 
The Poly team showed superior 
drive throughout and lack of con­
dition caused virtually the entire 
Porterville team to be taken out of 
the contest. With a couple of mm­
utes to go, Porterville ran out of 
substitutes and called the team off 
the field. 
NEW CL.~.~SS FORMED 
A new course in power house op­
eration and maintenance has been 
started this year at Poly. The class 
is under the instruction of C. E. 
Knott, and is held in the Machine 
Shop class room Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday. The object of the 
class is to study the operation and 
maintenance of all types of power 
houses. The class is run in a differ­
ent system than is usual. It does 
not have text books. All the infor­
mation is gained by lectures from 
Mr. Knott, or by special talks giv­
en by the members of the class. 
This year the class has covered 
such subjects as steam, gas and 
Diesel engine principles, and is at 
present studying different types of 
Diesel engines. 
The class is held on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings 
and is for the advanced Electrical 
students only. The following stu­
dent are members of the class: 
John Benich, Ed Flory, Davidson, 
Robinson, Smullens, Vermazen, 
Thompson, Gholson, Johnson, Do­
scher, Gaskin. Hurtt, Fred Perozzi, 
Pat Brown, F. Hart. 
FOUR-H COMEDY 
Edna 4-H Club members had 
completed all arrangements for a 
Presentation of their comedy "Get 
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Poly should be given credit for. 
Perhaps the Staters thought they 
had a set-up in meeting the north­
erners. In every meeting in the 
past, State has always rung up a 
victory over the Green and .Gold, 
but Coach Howard O'Daniels came 
to Poly this year and snapped his 
fingers at tradition. 
RUNS UP 213 YARDS 
He turned out a team that last 
night ran up 213 yards from scrim­
mage and passes to Santa Bar­
bara's 80. It made 12 first downs to 
State's 5 and it completed six out 
of eleven attempted passes while 
the Roadrunners gathered three 
out of 10. 
An idea of where the game 
was played on the field can be 
seen from the fact that the Road­
runners never got inside the 
winners' 35-yard line. 
The one score in the game came 
after a series of short passes had 
taken Poly down the field. State 
held stubbornly for three downs on 
the 25-yard line, only to have Rios 
boot the ball for 35 yards to the 
score that eventually meant vic­
tory. 
One of the big reasons State 
couldn't get any place was "Han"k" 
Vervais, left end for Poly. He 
dodged blockers consistently and 
seemed always to be around when 
the Olive and White backs wanted 
to get away. 
GAMBELL STARS 
Gambell, Poly fullback, tore hole 
after hole in the line to run up 
considerable of the Mustangs' yard­
age. Well thrown passes by Zip­
ser, caught for the most part by 
Vervais, aided to a great extent in 
the Green and Gold gains. 
Lineups and summary: 
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Santa Barbara (0) Cal Poly (3) itis!USTOMERS who have Bell LE Vervais 
seen Santa Barbara 
State College varsity 
p 1a y t w o brilliant 
g a m e s of football 
• thought the Roadrun­
going to go places this 
season. 
And then last night along came 
a band of Mustangs from Califor­
nia Polytechnic, invading Persh­
ing park and riding the Roadrun­
ners all over the field to ring up 
a 3 to 0 victory. A dropkick by 
Leslie Rios from the 25-yard mark­
er in the second period did what 
scoring there was, but the scoring 
was really a minor part of what 
downtown pavement. What ho, a 
horse, no, yes, not one horse but 
two horses pulling a larg hay wag­
on, loaded with a number of lively 
youths and-just plain old junk. 
The people of San Luis Obispo 
were startled when the Poly Frosh 
invaded the business district with 
horses and wagons collecting old 
boxes, papers, tires and anything 
inflammable for the coming bonfire 
rally before the annual Homecom­
ing football game. 
The Poly collectors started a 
month in advance with prospects 
for the biggest bonfire in history 
in view. Daily the horse-powered 
calvacade visited the city until the 
horse was no longer a novelty, but 
the bonfire pile grew nevertheless. 
Soon a truck was added to the col­
lection facilities and the work was 
really on in earnest. Novel yet 
practical was the idea of using 
horses and wagons and the desired 
results were inevitable as a large 
bonfire on evening of Nov. 3 cor­
roborated this fact. 
goingMcCullough, T. LT Bjork myselfTolan LG Adams 
Roe C Smith 
Dupes RG Bayles 
McCullough, P. RT Burress 
Willard RE Dana 
Main QB Lewellyn 
Rezzonico LH Rios 
Mahon~.>y RH Zipser 
Hoeffer FB Gambell 
Substitutes - Santa Barbara: 
Kerrigan, Lee, Lowe, Miller, Sny­
dt:r, Harper, Garber, Scott, Kelli­
her, Stockel, Treloar, Forsyth, 
Armstrong. Cal Poly: Hart, Val­
lely, Metz, Robinson, Oliveras, La­
ver, Davidson and Wilson. 
Score by quarters: 
Cal Poly .................. 0 3 0 0-3 
Santa Barbara ...... 0 0 0 0-0 
Officials: Referee, Schutte; um­
pire, Gates; head linesman, Win­
ans; timekeepers, Clark and Carter. 
Dobbin Assists 
Frosh To Gather 
Bonfire Supply 
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250 Old Grads 
At Homecoming 
Characterizing the 1933 celebra­
tion as the biggest and most en­
thusiastic in the history of the 
California Polytechnic school, the 
last of the homecoming visitors 
were back in their homes today af­
ter a week-end of gatherings and 
reminiscence. 
More than 250 alumni register­
ed at the school, and scores did not 
sign the books. At the banquet 
Saturday evening, every class 
from the opening of the institu­
tion in 1903 to the 1932 graduates, 
was represented except two years. 
The class of 1923, holding its lOth 
reunion, was represented by most 
of its members. 
According to the opinion of the 
Pyre Starts 
Week-endPep 
Peo, more pep, that animated 
fast moving type of pep was the 
spirited display put on by the stu-· 
dents of Cal Poly at their bonfire 
rally on the evening before the an­1 H · f bnua omecommg oot all game on 
Nov. 4. The rally began with a big 
serpentine through the streets of 
the town with the band heading the 
parade. Stops were made and the 
townspeople given a sample of the 
alumni, the factors contributing Polyites' cheering ability. The ser­
particularly to the success of pentine was blocks long composed 
Homecoming this year were a foot- the band, students on foot, and fol­
ball team which is gaining state- lowed by cars. The din of the cheer­
wide reputation, a revived interest ing and blowing horns could be a~~ in the state institution here, and heard all over town and drew a 
if the vigorous work of alumni and large crofd. After an hour of this 
who student committees in preparing type of demonstration the crowd 
busy for the event. assembled at the site of the bon­
-felt Many of the out-of-town alumni fire for the grand finale.. 
may be spent Sunday visiting- the camous, A large barrel was set up for a 
the eye "nd some were still here Monday. sneaker's stand and Coach Howie 
young Many commented on the excellent O'Daniels was the first to be put 
end of appearance of the grounds and the over the barrel for a few words 
going ...,~.,Y improvements in buildings 1 concerning the game the next day 
s fell a.nd equipment made in the last with Porterville J. C. His remarks 
it is! few years. were few, but carried fire and de­
no Don C. McMillan, '17, of Paso termination and were received with 
ofar Robles, acted as toastmaster and a long. loud cheer. Members of the 
going kept the meeting at rapid speed football team were introduced and 
farmer throughout. Among the class cheered and all seemed in readiness 
at the speaker were Alta Fae Mayhall, , fo: the big event. AI Adams, cao­
r self '23, and William Shipsey, '10. Mrs. tam of the fo.otba~l ~earn, was call­
ican Evabelle Long Fuller gave vocal · ~d upon for h1s opm10n on the co_m­
we numbers, accompanied by Mrs. J. m~ gamP. and ::>fter such he apnhed 
ask M. Johnston. Mrs. Perry Martin- the necessary fire and the big blaze 
down sen, '18, of Santa Barbara, also was on. 
use it j;!'ave vocal numbers. A Poly saxo- As the flames leaped heavenward 
on you phone quartet and a "Hill Billy"Ithe l!'host of Porterville's hopes of 
cane orchestra from among the stu- winninl?' could be seen being con­
are dents, were other music numbers. sumed h:v the flamE's at the ·top of 
n.of As a result of the Homecoming I the confta~ration. The large crowd 
1 celebration, a new interest in the / present cheererl as the fire snread 
-felt institution was revived through- un and through the pile of debris 
may be out the entire state. alumni de- and soon all was ended as they 
the eye clared. Those who attended prom- sP.ttled down to watch the blaze, 
it is! ised to write details of the gath- fascinated by its flaming beauty.

busy ering to other classmates, and it ___· ______ 

s fell W3S expected that a bigl!er turn- 1 , 
young ont next year, as well as increasedI TODAY S FASHION TIP 
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Nov. 13.-Cal Poly kept their un­
defeated, untied and unscored on 
record clean as a whistle last Fri­
day night by defeating the Santa 
Maria J. C. Bulldogs 6-0 in a game 
in which Poly held the upper hand 
throughout, winning the Central 
Coast Jaysee football title. 
The game was a hard fought 
one and the huge crowd of Mus­
tang supporters got their full 
money's worth. Although the Mus­
tangs appeared as masters of the 
field they let themselves get into 
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hot water two or three times. The farmer we 
Bulldogs didn't have the punch to 
take advantage of this. 
The complete superiority of the 
Mustangs is shown in the fact 
that they made 14 first downs to 
the three credited to Santa Maria. 
The game opened with an ex­
change of punts that favored nei­
ther team until Gambell opened up 
things by skirting right end for 22 
yards and punching into Bulldog 
territory. Ewing immediately in­
tercepted Rios' pass. The Bulldogs 
then punted to Robinson who 
fumbled on his own 23 yard line 
and the ball was recovered by San­
ta Maria. After two hectic scoring 
attempts Poly held for downs and 
then the Mustang-s started their 
march up the field. 
When the Bulldog 42 yard line 
had been reached Robinson broke 
through off tackle for a touch­
down but Poly was penalized on 
the play for illegal shift and the 
score was disallowed. The first half 
ended with Poly making two deep 
drives into Santa Maria territory 
with no success. Rios tried a drop 
kick for field goal that terminated 
one drive while Gambell's unsuc­
cessful place kick finished the 
other. 
O'Daniels must have given the 
Mustangs a little fire during the 
intermission for the second half 
showed a more precise team. Soon 
after the opening of the second 
half Gambell auick-kicked the Bull­
dogs into a hole that paved the 
Wllv to the Poly score. Taking the 
ball on his own 13 yard stripe Bar­
bettini punted out to the 41 yard 
mark where the march began. 
Rios flipped two short passes to 
1Gambell for the first down and ! no the eye 
then Rios, Gambell and Zipser if on you 
chopped away through the heart we farmer 
of the Bulldog line gaining four for h going 
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shooting over tackle from the 10 
yard line for the score. A line play 
for conversion failed when Rioa 
fumbled. 
Another Poly score seemed forth­
coming in the fourth quarter when 
Dana blocked a kick deep in San­
ta Maria territory. The Poly drive 
was stopped this time and after an 
exchange of punts the Mustangs 
started another touchdown drive. 
Ewing intercepted Rios' pass on his 
own 8 yard line and broke away 
for what looked to be a Bulldog 
score until Rios hauled him down 
from behind in mid-field. Santa 
Maria then penetrated to the Poly 
14 yard line where Smith inter­
cepted a Bulldog pass as the game 
ended. 
Lineups: 
POLY SANTA MARIA 
Bayles ................ler................ Smith 
Burriss ............... .ltr............ Bennett 
Wilson ............... .lgr...... Stowell (c) 
Smith .................. c.................. Shaw 
Dana .................. rgl.. .......... Gardner 
Bjork .................. rtl... ............. Fisher 
Vervais (c) ..... .ler .................... Ashe 
Robinson ............qb.......... Barbettini 
Zipser ............... .lhr.............. Olivera 
Rios ....................rhl................ Ewing 
Gambell ..............fb............ Phitzner 
Subs: Poly-Hart, Turner. San­
ta Maria-Glines, Clemmons, Law­
son, Taylor Hoey, Oliver, Open­
shaw, Findlay. Fricke. 
Officials: Hal Orion, referee; 
Chris Christensen, umpire; Champ 
to five yards at a crack. Zipser fi- going o far 1 he dreams at night of automobile 
nally ended the relentless drive by the eyes no accidents and of "screaminp 
Clark, linesman. 
STUDENTS IN ARMY 
We're in the Army now, we're in 
the Army now. Such is the chant 
of seven former Poly students, who 
have joined the U. S. Army within 
the last year. All these men, who 
were in attendance at the Poly­
technic school during the past pe­
riod of four years, were students 
in the Aero Department. The divi­
sion of the service chosen by these 
men was aviation, all entering as 
enlisted regulars in the aviation 
mechanics division and receiving 
appointment immediately. Lee Bar­
ker, first stationed at Crissey Field, 
San Francisco, at the headquarters 
there, has recently been transfer­
red to flight school at Randolph 
Field. Texas. Bob Huston, last man 
to join up, is stationed at Crissey 
Field, at the present time. Poly is 
well represented at March Field, 
Riverside, by Leo Miner, Kent Mil­
ler, Johnny Oliveras. Harold Gilli­
land, and Sam Gratch. 
DREAM WORTH $5,000 
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down END BEST YEAR 
California Polytechnic Mustangs ly battered bunch of boys with aare 
were busy packing away their 24-0 score hung up on them by thecane 
;noleskins today with the satisfac- Green and Gold power trust. The
- felt 
tory knowledge that they have just traditional big game with the San­on you 

maybe 
completed the most successful foot- ta Maria Bulldogs carne next and 
young ball season in the history of sport from this battle the Mustangs 
s fell at the school. again emerged victorious, this time 
it is! Poly never tasted defeat this with a neat 6-0 win. 
busy season and they went up against Coach Howie O'Daniels is now 
who some of the toughest teams of much the man of the hour in foot­
ofar their class in the state. The big ball circles as it is some stunt to 
end of punch of the whole thing comes take hold of a new team and in 
t he eye in the fact that never once during one season turn out a team such 
farmer the season did the stalwart Mus- as sported the Green and Gold 
g oing tangs allow their goal to be crosi- this year. This is Howie's third 
r self ed. Undefeated teams come some- successful seaon with a San Luis 
ask what freely during the football Obispo team as he led the Mission 
no season over the country but it is high Indians through two impres­
we something to brag about when a sive seasons before going to Poly. 
ican team has the record of not hav- The win over Santa Maria marked 
use it ing been scored on. O'Daniels' 23rd consecutive game 
down Starting out this year under a without defeat. The first two 
at the new coach and system unfamiliar games played by a school team 
on you · f h d h M coached by him ended in defeat,0 
cane wtth most t e squa • t e us- but since then 22 wins and one tie 
are tangs journeyed quietly and un- have been chalked up in his record. 
no sung to Santa Barbara to play A good many feathers can well the strong Santa Barbara Stateif Roadrunners. Poly had previously be stuck in the caps of the fight-
who ing Mustang squad itself. Itbeaten an all-star alumni team 13 would be difficult to name out-busy to 0 but the Roadrunner game was .
-felt to be the real test. Santa Barbara standing players and gtve every
maybe was far out of Poly's class and man his due, but it can be said 
the eye were so heavily favored that the that Bob Bayles, Hank Vervais, 
young game was considered as warming Clay Davidson, Carl Burris, Cliff 
end of up exercises for them. The sports Bjork, Gardner Smith, Charlie
going Dana, AI Adams, Howard Wil­
world was startled, therefore, son, Jay Hart, Bob Gambell . Less fell 
when Poly battled them to a b · it is! standstill and actually won when Rios, Norm Zipser, Bo Robmson 
no Rios booted over a field goal. and Bill Metz, 1933 football men,
make up a set of young men thato far 
going With this impressive 3-0 win San Luis Obispo and the California 
farmer under their belt the Mustangs in- Polytechnic school are more than 
at the vaded the valley to do battle with proud to call their own. 

r self 
the Fresno State Frosh. As in the 

ican 
 Roadrunner game the Frosh were SUBS WIN GAME 
we heavily favored but again Poly 

ask 
startled football fans and writers this time with an impressive 6-0 Unexpected reserve strength ofdown 
win. The following week the Poly the Cal Poly Mustan~s footballuse it first string took a needed rest team was unleashed Saturday af­on you 
and let the scrubs walk over Mor- ternoon when Coach Howie O'Dan­cane 
an J. C. with a 20-0 score. With iels' hoys plo:wed through the Ma­are 
this impressive mid-season record ran J. C. gndders on the Moranno 
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the squad and Poly partisans were turf, to run up a ~core of 20-~. farmerif hil!"hlY disappointed when Salinas The strom!' aertal attack, Cope­
-felt myself
. rf · 11 d h M ' land to DaVIdson, netted one and
maybe J
· 
C
· 
f o etted and a owt; t ~ us- 1<et the team up for another touch­ at the 
the eye tanl!"s to chafe on thetr b1ts for down. Abbeg-g, plunging fullback, down 
another week. 11ccounted for the second touch­ caveitis! 
busy This disappointment did not last down after the team was put in use i 
s fell long, however, as Porterville J. C. scoring position by the pass com­ if 
young came out of the valley with a bination. cane 
the eye highly touted team to enga_R-e the Bill Metz carne throug-h with a felt­
end of Mustangs in their annual Home- crowd thriller of a 90-yard run be­ you ha 
who corning game and returned a bad- fore the game was five minutes old. maybe 
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Many Alumni 
Attend Dance 
Coming as the climax to a great 
two-day celebration the Homecom­
ing dance crashed through to score 
a hit as one of the biggest events 
in the social history of the Califor­
nia Polytechnic school. A crowd 
that filled Crandall gymnasium to 
overflowing danced through a gala 
evening to the haunting melodious 
music of the Paramount Dance 
band. Gaiety was widespread while 
the conversations were pervaded 
with "Do you remember what we 
so and so?" Students and alumni 
brought to this occasion that fine 
old school spirit as only such an 
event can bring forth. 
The victorious football team were 
feted and praised. Talk of old times 
was heard on all sides. Old friend­
ships were renewed after many 
years. Such a social event as this 
is very seldom known. The evening 
began with only present students 
enjoying the dancing, but soon they 
New lawns were set out with 
student labor under the supervi­
sion of Mr. W. B. Howes, instructor 
of landscaping. The students also 
kept the trees and shrubbery trim­
med and shaped, and looked after 
the care of the lawns and flowers 
growing on the campus. 
Wiremen Get 
Job Training 
Projects in the electrical depart­
ment at the California Polytechnic 
school have been increased in scope 
and efficiency this year to provide 
more adequate training for the 
students, according to Dr. G. W. 
Wilder, department head. 
"The year has been marked by 
a md're complete adoption of the 
generally-accepted best ideals and 
practice for developin~ in the stu­
dent interest, self-reliance, initia­
tive, resourceful use of facts to 
meet situations, and power of in­
telligent thinking in the vocation," 
Dr. Wilder declares. 
"This has been attained by the 
'project system,' in other words, 
'learning to do by doing.' This plan 
is usually difficult of attainment in 
schools because it is hard to secure 
sufficient real jobs upon which to 
work. Here, however, on the con­
trary the electrical department has 
taken over the inspection and 
maintenance of electrical equip­
ment in the various shops and 
buildings on the campus, as well 
as the oneration of power plant." 
The students of the electrical de­
partment constitute a corps of 
competent mechanics, eager at all 
times to be of service to all other 
departments of the school, accord­
ing to the department head. This 
gives them an opportunity to show 
that they can "satisfy customers," 
which is an important factor in de­
termining the employability of the 
student, the goal of the course. 
Examples of projects successful­
ly completed include the overhaul 
of the refrigeration plant at the 
d :~ iry department, installation of 
C'lectric incubators in the poultry 
rlepartment, complete electrical 
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Delegates Get 
State Confab 
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 2 (Spe­
cial). - California Polytechnic 
school delegates to the state Fu­
ture Farmers of America conven­
tion here at the Alexandria Hotel 
today succeeded in getting the 
next annual convention of tbe high 
school vocational agriculture stu­
dent organization at Poly. 
Cha~ter delegates from more 
than 70 high schools were present, 
and unanimously accepted the in­
vitation of delegates William 
Troutner and John Rain. 
The dates of May 3-4-5 were se­
lected for the convention. 
BUTLERS NAMED 
The Polytechnic school announc­
ed today that Dr. J. B. V. Butler 
and Dr. W. D. Butler, local physi­
cians, have been appointed official 
medicos for the Poly student body. 
Dr. "J" will handle all general 
cases and his brother will care for 
eye, ear, nose and throat ailments. 
Dr. Jay Butler, former Univer­
sity of Oregon all-around athlete, 
has shown a keen interest in the 
athletics at the local school. One of 
his duties will be to accompany 
the football team on all road trips 
and be in attendance at home 
games, to take care of any injuries. 
He will also give monthly lec­
tures on hygiene, in addition to 
spending an hour each day at the 
school treating colds and other mi­
nor illness. 
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BURRESS WINS 
HIGH AWARD 
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 5 (Spe­
cial).-Taking four grand cham­
pionships out of five in the junior 
division, and three grand cham­
pionships and one reserve grand
championship out of five in the 
open division, the California Poly­
technic school students have made 
the greatest showing at the Great 
Western Livestock exhibit here of 
any group in one of the country's 
leading livestock displays, in the 
opinion of the show management. 
Outstanding among the win­
nings was Colyear Burress' grand 
champion steer of both the open 
and junior divisions. Norman Zip­
ser took grand championships with 
barrow and pen of barrows in both 
divisions, and Charles Stone show­
ed the grand hcampion lamb of the 
junior division. James Bogert had 
reserve grand champion pen of 
lambs in the. open show. 
Burress' grand champion was 
against leading breeders from five 
states, Oklahoma, Texas, Califor­
nia, Oregon and Washington. Of 
the auction, where all the animals 
were auctioned off to the highest 
bidders. Stone's lamb sold for 25c 
a pound and Zipser's hog sold for
25c a pound.
The boys will begin making prep­
arations this week for the Baby 
Beef and Live Stock show at South 
San Francisco to be held in the 
spring. 
Xmas Tidings 
DanceTheme 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year to all, was the theme 
of the annual Christmas party held 
in Crandall gymnasium on the eve­
ning of Dec. 21. The fine old Christ­
mas spirit of fellowship and good 
cheer held sway and added to the 
enjoyment of the evening. The first 
part of the program featured the 
singing of Christmas carols and 
songs by the group, and as the 
the six animals up for the grand singing ended with Jingle Bells in 
championship, one was from Cal dashed Santa Claus with a present 
Poly and five were from the Okla- for one and all. 
homa A. & M. college. Zipser's Hilarity ran rampant with the 
winning was from leading adult opening of the presents. All pres­
swine breeders of California, and 
Bogert's lambs competed with 
lambs from California and Oregon 
farms. 
Other winners of the show were: 
in beef, Hereford senior steers Bur­
ress first, Bertram second, Norman 
fourth. In Hereford summer year­
lings, Starkey first, Nevin secondKelley fourth. Shorthorn senior 
steer, Selma first, Dunning second.Shorthorn summer yearlings,
Troup first. Angus senior steer, 
ent joined in the fun and the eve­
ning was well under way. About 
this time the Paramount Dance 
band appeared on the scene to find 
out if anyone in the crowd enjoyed 
good music and dancing. The speed 
with which the couples appeared on 
the floor gave a positive affirma­
t• th t · d d · Ive answer a music an ancmg
were the favorite of all. 
The gym was gaily decorated in 
red and green with streamers drap-
Nunez first. Burress, champion ing from a huge bell in the center 
Hereford; Selma, champion Short- of the room to the edges. An ex-
horn; Nunez, champion Angus. In quisitely decorated Christmas tree, 
the showmanship of beef, Burress 
first, Nunez second, Troup third, 
and Starkey fourth. 
In the Hog division Norman Zip­
ser took first in Berkshire individ­
uals. Stennett took first in Polands. 
In pens Zipser took first ana Sten­
nett fourth. Zioser also took cham­
pion barrow. Zipser first in show-
outlined in li~hts filled one corner 
of the room. The decorations would 
have been sufficient but the effect 
of the colored lights gave the fin­
ishing touches to the nearfy perfect 
setting. The person responsible for 
this work of art was Charles 
Chambers, assisted by the decora­
tions committee and the electrical 
manship ahd Stennett third. department. 
In the Sheep division Stone, Bo- Bob Rogers, in cooperation with 
J!'ert and Curren took the moneyIthe cafeteria, made and served 
for Poly. very excellent punch. Programs 
Burress' champion steer sold were furnished by Jack Reinpach 
yesterday for $1.31 per pound, at and the school office. 
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'VIEWS INDUSTRY 

C. 	 E. Knott, industry coordinator 
for Cal Poly. 
Industry Head 
Visits Plants 
C. E. Knott, director of the trade 
and industrial education division at 
Cal Poly and coordinator for the 
school in that field, has just return­
ed from a busy three-day trip in 
the San Francisco bay region, he 
reported today.
Knott's time is divided between 
teaching, administration and the 
work of coordinator. He has classes 
scheduled the first three days of 
the week, leaving Thursda¥· Friday 
and Saturday for the outside work. 
During the year he will contact 
schools north of San Francisco and 
west of the Sacramento river as 
far north as Ukiah and Lakeport. 
But visiting the schools to ac­
quaint them with the work at the 
California Polytechnic is only a 
part of the job of coordinator. 
"The work has a three-fold pur­
pose, to correlate the school pro­
gram with the needs of industry, 
to place _students in permanent jobs, and to contact industry teach­
ers in high schools," says Knott. 
"In correlating the school pro­
gram with industry, one of the 
main objectives of the coordinator 
is to meet and talk with shop fore­
men, electrical engineers and plant 
managers; getting their ideas of if 
we 
gtoJt.nhge
a
farmer 
r self 
down 
bring back these ideas and incorc 
porate them in our course of study. 
"This opens the way for the sec­
ond objective-placing the student. 
If the employer has helped to make 
out the course of study, he will be 
interested in employing the stu­
dents who have taken that course 
of study, Also, after studying the 
requirements of the industry, the 
instructors with the help of the 
coordinator are better able to se­
lect a student who will fit into that 
industry and becdme a dependable 
workman for it." 
Knott has already talked with 
chief electricians, plant superin­
tendents, department foremen and 
personnel officers at such plants 
a~ the Columbia Steel company at 
P1ttsburg, refineries of the Shell, 
Union, Standard and Associated 
Oil companies, and the tire and 
rubber companies in the vicinity 
of Los AnP"eles. Instructors in the 
electrical and aeronautics depart­
ments have assisted the coordina­
tor by contacting industries with 
which they are most familiar. 
In school visits, Knott is show­
ing motion pictures of the indus­
trial department. 
Jespersen at 
Assembly 
Friday morning, December 8, the 
Cal Poly student body held its reg­
ular student body assembly. The 
business of the meeting was the 
recommendation from the Student 
Affairs Council for the transfer of 
$150.00 from the Gymnasium Fund 
to the General Fund with the pro­
vision that any surplus in the Gen­
era! Fund be reverted to the Gym­
nasium Fund at the end of the 
year. 
A suggestion was made that no 
man having earned his letter in a 
u~e it sport be allowed to serve as an 
1c~n athletic manager and earn the man­
If 1 ager's award. This suggestion was 
ask , made because there are certain fel­
cane lows that could not make a letter 
-felt i in one of the major sports and 
m~y .be might not get a manager's position 
It Is! if some of the lettermen were com­
busy peting for the office. 
s fell 1 Following the business meeting 
are AI Woods entertained with some 
who amusing songs arranged for the oc­
end of casion. 
young The speaker of the day was State 
the eye Senator Chris Jespersen, who told 
on you the assembly that the success of 
what should be given in a course we farmer the school in the eyes of the world 
of study for a school of this type, for h going depended on the value of the men 
to prepare men to enter their or­ going o far graduated by the school. 
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First row, from left: J. Bishop, B. Hathaway, C. Dana, H. Enberg, N. 
Zipser, W. Troutner (mgr.). Second row, from left: L. Rios, P . Elliott, 
J. Oblizalo, B. Dooley, E. Jauch. 
SCHEDULE GIVEN 
With Howie O'Daniels still work­
ing some of the football out of his 
basketball aspirants, we find this 
year's schedule very full and in­
teresting. 
*Jan. 13. Salinas J. C. (here). 

Jan 17. House of David (here). 

Jan. 19. Bakersfield J. C. (here). 

Jan. 20. Bakersfield A. C. (here). 

*Jan. 26. Salinas J. C. (there). 

Jan. 27. Taft J. C. (here). 

Feb. 3. Texaco Oil, Paso Robles 

(here). . 
*Feb. 10. Moran J. C. (here). 
*Feb. 16. Santa Maria (there). 
Feb. 17. Texaco Oil, Paso Robles 
(there). 
*Feb. 21. Moran J. C. (there). 
*Feb. 23. Santa Maria J. C. 
(here). 
Mar. 1. Taft J. C. (there). 
Mar. 2. Bakersfield A. C. (there). 
Mar. 3. Bakersfield J. C. (there). 
* marks conference games. 
It seems that O'Daniels has 
found a good working combination 
in Jauch and Enberg as forwards. 
n~tna. cent~r. and Oblizalo and 
Rios, guards. 
HoopmenOut 
at Cal Poly 
HE Cal Poly basketball 
~ 	 season started today 
with Coach Howie 0'­
Daniels signing up 25 
boys. This year's pros­
pects are very good, 
with four veterans on the floor, 
namely Eddie Jauch and llerb En­
berg, forwards; Les Rios, guard, 
and Lewis Tennant, forward. Sev­
eral other promising men are: 
Charli.e Dana, Mission High st:u; 
John Oblizalo, Santa Clara; and 
James Bishop, Colorl'.do Agg1es. 
The squad will spend the remain­
der of the time before vacation 
working out som'J of the kinks and 
squeaks. The opening conference 
game is with last year's conference 
champions, Salinas J . C. 
The basketeers will have to do 
some very good playing if they 
want to maintain the undefeated 
record set up by the football team. 
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ask TAFT, Ma r . 1 (Special).-The 
we dope bucket was overturned by the 
if Poly Mustangs here Friday night 
are when they defeated the Taft Drill-
cane ers on their home court, by a score 
-felt of 27-26 in a fast game of basket-
on you ball. Just a month before the 'l'aft 
maybe boys took Poly to the tune of 38-19 
young in the local gym. It seems as 
s fell though the sting of defeat turned 
it is! out to be the spur to victory. 
busy Coach Howie O'Daniels tried a 
who new startng combination which 
ofar seems to have been successful, of 
end of Enberg and Dana forwards, Rios 
the eye and Oblizalo guards, and Jauch at 
center. Oblizalo came through tofarmer 
cave at the 
down use it Poly Loses inat the ican 
you ha if 
felt- cane Extra Periods use i down 
are maybe 
no the eye SALINAS, Jan. 26 (Special).­
if on you The Mustangs have come, gone and 
ask r self lost to Salinas J. C. but the crowd 
cane -felt will always remember the very 
busy it is! exciting game played here Satur­
may be are day night. The game ended in a 
end of s fell tie and even one extra period was 
itis! busy not enough to decide which team 
who 0 was the superior, but at the end of for h ~0~~~ the second extra period Salinas 
fells end of won by a score of 37-35. 
who Poly started Jauch and Dana at ih'~~~es no forwards, Oblizalo center, and Rios 
farmer we and Dooley at guards. This combi­
going far nation worked well together. En­
cave at 
0 
the berg, Bishop and Zipser showed up 
ask r self well as relief men. 
be high-point man with 11 points farmer Salinas started with their regu­going lars: Askew and Rist forwards,to his credit, with Jauch running i?r self him a close second with 8. The stel- use i od;~~ Smith, captain, center, Struve andask Jar g uarding of Les Rios, two-year at the ican Gipe guards. This team worked ~~ veteran, accounted for the small down use it very well on offense. However Poly 
score made by Taft. Herb Enberg if was able to work through it forican many shots but failed to maketook the honor for sinking the win- you ha 
use it ning bucket and swished it through myself ask their set-ups.down just as the final gun went off. El- felt- cane Smith, captain for Salinas J . C.,
at the liot and Hathaway played nice sub- cane -felt was hi2'h point man for the eve­
on you ning with eleven markers; Oblizalo 
cane The starting lineup for Taft was who young 
stitute games as relief men. are may be 
of Poly was second with ten. Both 
are Maygren and Holman forwards, busy it is! teams were in perfect form. The 
no Hall and Harrington guards, with it is! busy game was fast but with manyif fouls. Three Poly men, Oblizalo,Stringfellow at center. The Taft end of s fell 
who Rios and Dooley, were put out on 
busy but were unable to repeat the per- Iyoung who boys played a nice brand of ball, may be are fouls. 
-felt formance of a month ago. fell s end of 
maybe we farmer POLY TAKES S.M.the eye 
young MORAN SUNK 36-26 I~~k th; :~£ 
end of -- • 1 for h going SANT MARIA, Feb. 16 (Spe­
going Poly t;>asketeers Saturday n!ght 1 going 0 far cial).-Santa Maria J. C. -fell be-
s fell won their first league game after farmer we fore the Polytechnic basketball 
it is! dropping two to. t~e Sali,nas J. C. the eyes no team on the local court, the game 
Moran was the victim, gomg under self ask winding up with the score standingno 
to the tune of 36-26. ~~h · 33-25. This marks the second con-o far Poly's regulars started: Jauch a e u~C:i~ ference win for Poly, with the Mus­going 
and Dana forwards; Oblizalo, cen- idow.n down tangs pulling themselves out of anfarmer 1ter; Rios and Dooley, guards. 1 use early season hole.at the Jauch was high point man with 16 cave at the Coach Howie O'Daniels started 
r self 
markers, and Oblizalo was second 1!-[e may be Oblizalo at center, Jauch and En­ican with 10. Edmonds of Moran played i1 on you herg at forwards, and Rios and 
we 
very. well at guard for the visitors, . 110h the eye Dooley, at guards. Dana, veteran
ask 
as. d1d Garred who chalked up nine I ;' ;:___ young forward, was declared ineligible.down 1
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use it poT~!· game was very slow and Iy~u ha ca~f ~~!s ~l:yr:; bgrn ~0~~~ sb~e ~h~~ if 
on you sloppy during the first half, but mbay be . ~r~ pulled through without his help. :sk 
cane both teams played better ball dur- usy It IS. Jauch, Poly captain, was high
are ing the last session with Poly out- ~a!le -felt / point man with 19 markers. Those for h 
no scoring the visitors by a wide mar- Jt Is! busy one-handed shots just can't be :~:~~rif gin. I end of s fell stopped. Oblizalo was second high
-felt This game featured good guard- Ithe eyes no with 11. This man is getting to be myself
maybe ing by Rios and Dooley, and one- YO!lng who very dangerous under the basket at the
the eye handed shots by Eddie Jauch who 1 gomg o far and keeps his opponents in hot wa- down itis! seems to be getting very good. fell s end of ter most of the time. cave 
busy This shot is very hard to guard we farmer McDermott and French showed use i 
s fell and forms a real threat throughout as!:: r self up very well for the local team if 
young any game. cave at the scoring ten points each. Bowlus, cane 
the eye for h going captain and former Poly man, felt­
EXPERT Watch and clock repair- farmer we showed up very well at guard but youhaend of 
ing. Very reasonable. 1641 Osos myself ask failed to score any ...,oints. maybewho 
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POLY STUDENT COUNCILMEN 

Front row, from the left: P. Taylor, yell leader; 0. Spear, W. Troutner, 
A. Turner, pres.; D. Zobel, vice-pres.; R. Doscher, sec.; F. Perozzi, 
treas.; C. Johnson, ath. mgr.; R. Hamilton, H. Enberg. 
Second row, 	from the left: A. Gholson, A. Adams, L. Starkey, J. C. 
Deuel, C. E. Knott, J. A. McPhee, C. 0. McCorkle, H. Dunning, W. 
Whittier, L . Tennant. 
Group Adopts 
Constitution 
At the first of the school year 
1933-34, the new director of the 
school, Mr. Julian A. McPhee, had 
a new constitution drawn up for 
the student body self-government 
to the extent of supervision and 
direction of all student activities 
and regulation of student conduct 
on the campus, subject, of course 
to the approval of the director of 
the California Polytechnic school. 
The constitution was adopted by 
a vote of the student body early in 
the year and the system has work­
ed out quite successfully. Student 
activities have proven more inter­
esting because they were worked 
out by the students for the stu­
dents. 
As the school is now strictly vo­
cational, this new constitution is 
particularly fitting. With the ex­
ception of the "Hick Day" which 
was carried out formerly by the 
Junior College division, all school 
customs have been carried out as 
in the past. 
All student body meetings are 
planned and called every two 
weeks by the student body vresi­
dent. During- this past year a va- l 1 perience for those taking an active 
r iety of programs has been pre- part. 
sented including musical, patriotic, 
moral and spiritual, and some l>y 
members of our own student body. 
All student funds are controlled 
through the chief accounting offi­
cer of the school who is under 
bond. All expenditures must be ap­
proved by the committee in charge, 
the student affairs council, and 
the director of the school. 
The vice-president of the student 
body is ex-officio head of the cafe­
teria-dormitories committee which 
is designed to consider complaints 
of the students concerning living 
conditions, medical service and stu­
dent conduct, and to recommend 
any changes to the director of the 
California Polytechnic school. 
The constitution calls for a stu­
dent athletic manager who heads a 
board of athletic control. Then a 
student is chosen to manage each 
of the five major sports. In this 
capacity the student holds respon­
~ibility in making arrangements 
for required meals and lodging on 
athletic trips and settlement of 
financial agreements with the man­
agers of other schools. 
All in all, the constitution adopt­
ed by the students of the California 
Polytechnic school affords the stu­
dents a self-government which in­
spires them to take an actin• part 
in the school activities and fur­
ni~hes interesting and valuable ex­
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Cal Poly slipped up a notch Sat­
urday night at Crandall gym and 
allowed the fast moving Salinas 
junior college Cowboys to return 
to the Rodeo City on the long end 
of a .30-26 score. In the prelim the 
Poly Colts downed the Mission high 
alumni 15-11. 
A sluggish start in the first half 
cost the Mustangs the game as the 
Cowboys gained a heavy lead in 
this period. Struve and Askew of 
the northerners rained basket af­
ter basket at the bewildered Poly­
ites until the score stood at 21-12 
in favor of Salinas. 
Poly came back in the next half 
and outplayed the Cowboys 14-9 
but the lead accumulated in the 
first half was too much to over­
come. Dana and Jauch led the 
scoring for Poly in this period. An­
other important reason for the 
Mustang defeat was their inability 
to count with free shots. Out of 
a total of 14 attempted the Mus­
tangs failed to connect with a sin­
gle one. 
Lineups: 
POLY- G FT T 
Jauch, f ................................ 3 

Enberg, f ..............................2 

Bishop, f ............................ .... ! 

Tennant, f ..............................0 

Dana, c .................................. 5 

Rios, g .................................. ! 

Bjork, g ..................................0 

Oblizalo, g ............................ ! 

0 6 
0 4 
0 2 
0 0 
0 10 
0 2 
0 0 
0 2 
SALINAS- G FT T 
Studerant, f ..........................0 0 0 
Askew, f ................................ 3 1 7 
Rist. f ....................................4 0 8 
Smith, c .................................. ! 2 4 
Struve, g ................................4 
Gipe, g .................................. 0 
Tarver, g .. ............................ ! 
1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
2 
Meacham, referee; Wintring­
ham, timer. 
OILERS DROP TWO 
In two games against the Paso 
Robles Texas Oil Co. Polr has 
scored 101 points while the VIsitors 
only chalked up 50". 
Jauch, Enberg, and Oblizalo were 
high in scores with Jauch averag­
ing 18 points per game. The locals 
played above the visitors in every 
manner, the games being featured 
with one-handed push shots by 
Jauch and Oblizalo. Rios and Doo­
ley did some fine guarding to keep 
the visitors from scoring. 
cave at the POLY WINS 36-19down use it 
at the ican ATASCADERO, Feb. 22 (Spe­youha if cial).-The Poly Mustang quintetfelt­ cane accounted for their fourth straight
use i down win last night, by downing Moran 
J. C. here for the second time with 
a score of 36-19. Showing a heads­
up brand of basketball, the Poly 
boys played an interesting winning 
game. Jauch had his left hand 
working to a perfection and ac­
counted for 18 points, taking the 
honors for high scoring for the 
evening. Coach Howie O'Daniels 
started Rios and Dooley at guards, 
Jauch and Enberg at forwards, and 
Oblizalo at center, all the boys
working well together with a 
smooth, baffling offense as the re­
sult. 
The Moran team seemed to be 
demoralized by the absence of their 
veteran guard, Edmonds, who was 
out of the game due to a serious 
illness. Garred and Jones showed 
lots of pep and fire for Moran, and 
managed to keep up their end of 
the scoring. 
Poly now stands second in the 
conference wth three wins out of 
five games. Salinas holds down the 
first berth with five wins. 
·GIANTS COMING 
San Luis Obispo, Jan. 15.-With 
the bearded House of David giants 
due by auto Wednesday afternoon, 
the Cal Poly Mustangs are prac­
ticing hard and promise a real 
game and plenty of competition 
for the much-talked-of superiors. 
O'Daniels will use the combination 
which showed up so well against 
Salinas last week: Enberg and 
Jauch, forwards; Dana, center; 
and Rios and Oblizalo, guards. 
The Giants inform us that they 
have some real talent in the way 
of basketeers, their center measur­
ing no less than seven feet in 
height, and none of the rest of the 
team being under six feet tall. 
TAFT DRUBS POLY 
Poly took a terrible drubbing in 
the home gym Saturday night at 
the hands of the Taft men to the 
tune of 38-19. 
Poly started their regulars but 
they were unable to stop the visi­
tors from scoring, so Coach O'Dan­
iels tried the second string but to 
no avail. The local team was just 
down and couldn't get up. 
Taft started playing ball the first 
minute and continued throughout 
the game. Stringfellow, Taft cap­
tain, was high point man with ten 
points to his credit. 
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Bearded Men 
Defeat Poly 
The "Bearded Giants" have come 
and gone with another victory 
chalked up on their record. A rec­
ord crowd witnessed this highly 
entertaining exhibition game be­
tween the House of David and the 
Cal Poly Mustang basketball 
teams. The bearded players were 
duly introduced to the crowd by 
their manager A. B. Johnson and 
the fun began. Buchanon starred 
for the visitors with his tricks. 
The eagle eye of Johnston account­
pasing, and sensational floor work. 
ed for a large number of the visi­
tors' points and won for him the 
admiration of those playing and 
attending. Jornston and his run­
ning mate Adams handled the ball 
like a couple of kittens would han­
dle a mouse and had the Mustang 
defense completely baffled. 
The real giants feature attrac­
tion of the House of David team 
was unable to play on account of 
a serious injury, but his absence 
didn't seem to make much differ­
ence to his cohorts. The final score 
was 45-23, but is no discredit to 
the fine game played by the local 
boys. Enberg tallied 14 points for 
the game and was local high-point 
man. Johnston and Adams each ac­
counted for 18 of the visitors' 
points. All members of the Mus­
tang squad received a chance to 
play in this game and showed up 
very well. 
Coach Howie O'Daniels is hoping going ofar Rios and Dooley played heads-up 
to get another game with this or­
ganization for next year. 
SPLIT DOUBLE SET 
Poly's Mustang basketeers struck 
up a 50-50 average over the week­
end by winning from Bakersfield 
athletic club 25-23, and losing to 
the Jaysee team from the same 
city by a score of 31-15. Eddie 
Jauch, Poly forward, showed nice 
playing and a good shooting eye 
he played. The Vandam brothers 
were the outstanding players for 
the visiting athletic club and did 
their brilliant work at the guard
positions. 
Poly's winning streak was termi­
nated the next night by the fast 
passing combination of the Bakers­
fi~ld J. 9· team. Wattenbarger was 
h1gh-pomt man for the visitors 
with 17 markers. The game was 
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positions were put out on four per­
sonal fouls. Poly also lost Jauch 
during the fourth quarter for the 
same reason. 
Santa Maria 
Loses Second 
Santa Maria came to San Luis 
last night to win this final basket­
ball game and they nearly accom­
plished their purpose. The Mus­
tangs didn't seem to be quite up to 
form but managed to take the visi­
tors into camp after an overtime 
period. The final gun went off with 
the score standing 28-23 in favor 
of the Mustangs.
The starting combination was 
Enberg and Jauch, forwaras, Rios 
and Dooley, guards, and Oblizalo 
at center. The game started off 
rather slowly as the most of the 
Santa Maria regulars were unable 
to get to the game on time. Mter 
t hey a r rived the fire works began. 
Obliza lo, Poly center, played a 
very poorly played and quite rough Ifor h going The main event came to a sud­
at times. Rios and Oblizalo after we farmer den climax in the first round when 
playing a good game at the' guard no the eye John "Benich K. O.'d Gerald Busch. 
the eyes no contest over Bob Bowen, and Hen­
myself ask ry Alberti won over G. P. Couper. 
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at the 
their season with a three-day trip 
ask to the San Joaquin valley where 
if they will play Taft J. C., Bakers-
cane field J. C. and Bakersfield A. C. 
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s fell administration building last night. 
are The house was packed to capacity
busy for the wrestling and boxing events 
young of the evening.
end of The first of the evening was be­
ofar tween Clifford Scott and Paul Friel, 
who Friel taking two falls out of three. 
we James Bogert won the next mat 
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are maybe 
down
. BAKERSFIELD, Mar. 3 (Spe- .use i 
c1al). -- California Polytechnic's 
Mustang basketball team lost the 
first of two games to be played in 
thh; city this week-end. Last night 
the local athletic club took a deci­
sive victory from the visitors with 
a score of 34-29. Poly looked rag­
ged and the clubbers came through 
with a smooth brand of basketball 
and stellar guarding. Barrett took 
the high-point honors with 14 
counters to his credit. The Vandam 
brothers held down the Poly scor­
ing to a minimum. Allan Vandam 
is a Poly alumni and ex-basketball 
star, and had the advantage of be­
ing acquainted with the visitors' 
style of play. 
The Poly forward wall of En-
berg, Dana, Jauch, could not seem 
to get going while the guards Rios 
and Oblizalo had all that they 
could do to keep the athletic club 
from running up a score. Oblizalo 
was high-point man for Poly with 
!:1 points chalked for him. 
Bakersfield 
Wins 34-31 
Poly Mustangs wound up their 
basketball season at Bakersfield 
Saturday night by dropping a close 
game to the Bakersfield J. C. with 
a score of 34-31. This game was 
somewhat different from the game 
played in the Poly gym at the first 
of the season as the score of the 
first game was rather long in the 
favor of the valley team. Poly
showed plenty of fight and drive 
throughout the game but the strain 
of the three-day week-end trip be­
gan to show on the boys in the 
closing minutes of play. 
Enberg and Jauch started at for­
wards, Rios and 1 Dana at guards, 
and Oblizalo at center-the well 
known winning combination .but 
not so this time. The boys worked 
smoothly together until the end of 
the game neared, but then made a 
few errors which resulted in its 
loss. Fourteen points for Eddie 
Jauch made him high point man 
while the rest of the honors went 
to Oblizalo and Dana. 
Bakersfield's fast-passing combi­
nation was made up of Watten­
berger and Vorhies at forwards, 
E. and J. Benton at guards, and B. 
Benton at center. Although the Oil 
City team triumphed in the end, it 
came only after a long, nard fight 
in which Poly held the upper hand 
the majority of the time. 
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All-Star Five 

Coach Sanford W. Small of the 
Moran school in Atascadero has 
just announced the All-Conference 
basketball team for the Central 
Coast Con,ference of which Cal 
Poly and the Moran school are 
members. 
The team was picked through 
the vote of the member institu­
tions and places two Salinas boys, 
one Moran and one Cal Poly play­
er on the first string with Rios of 
Cal Poly and Struve of Salinas in 
a tie for the second guard position. 
The team lines up as follows: 

Askew, Salinas ..................Forward 

Jauch, Cal Poly ................ Forward 

Smith, Salinas .............. ........ Center 

Edmonds, Moran .................... Guard 

Struve, Salinas ...................... Guard 

Rios, Cal Poly .......... .............. Guard 

Second team: 
Dana, Cal Poly .................. Forward 
MacDermott, Sta. Maria.... Fprward 
Oblizalo, Cal Poly .: .............. Center 
Tarver, Salinas ...................... Guard 
Rios and Struve will have to 
share the guard position in thia 
team as each received two votes 
for first team and two for second 
team. 
Honorable mention: 
Ritchie, Moran ............. .. ... Forward 
Dooley. Cal Poly .............. Forward 
e eyes ic~~ Enberg, Cal Poly ............. . Forward
at the 
cave at the French, Santa Maria .... .... Forward 

down Barr, Santa Maria ...... .. ........ Center 

use i Bowlus, Santa Maria .......... Guard 
young Who The conference basketball cham­
the eyes no pionship was voted to Salinas be­fellows of it cause of their undefeated season.Of c these 
up w the ad­
write which BARN DANCE SLATED 
for world 
down use it Friday night, April 27, is the 
has pa all, date set for the Polytechnic school's 
am told no annual Barn Dance. Sponsored by 
you have if the Future Farmer chapter, this 
dollars ton dance is given in the hay loft of 
the ai too the horse barn on the Poly campus 
can -felt toward the end of the second se­
at the ican mester of each school year, Be­
my first too cause of its uniqueness, it is one of 
to rec run the most enjoyable social functions 
spark frame of the year.
that end of Due to the lack of dancing space, 
into a buy a this dance must be limited to Poly 
had to fill students and their invited lady 
fell si end of guests. 
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Tutors ''Shot" 
in Odd Poses 
The California Polytechnic fac­
ulty and office staff was photo­
graphed for the annual yesterd!lY 
in a frenzied rush to get the piC­
ture to the engravers, after the 
El Rodeo staff had discovered to 
their horror that the faculty group 
had been omitted. 
"Come at once-don't take time 
to dress," was the agonized call 
which went out over the campus 
telephone wire. The appeal was so 
urgent that the faculty membl!rs 
immediately rushed to the admm­
istration building, carrying what­
ever they had in their hands at the 
particular moment. . 
C. 0. McCorkle, who pulled the 
telephone loose in his excitement, 
was the first to arrive and was 
seated at the left of the front row. 
J. I. Thompson, just preparing to 
catch a train, was snatched from a 
taxi, handbag and all. Corlyn Dea­
therage and Margaret Kelshaw, 
who had been arguing over a col­
umn of figures, rushed out with 
the adding machine between them. 
Next came Dagmar Goold and 
Angela Ghirlanda, who had just 
been trading typewriters when the 
message came. Mrs. Alice Daniel 
was taking dictation, and utilized 
the time of the photograhy to go 
over her notes. J. J. Hyer had been 
explaining an electric meter to his 
class. Harry Parker had a saddle 
in the air ready to saddle up Beau­
ty to round up the beef herd, while 
Vernon Meacham was just explain­
ing sanitary hooded milk buckets 
to his students. 
This filled the row, so M. C. Mar­
tinsen was sent up in the next row 
fiddling with a slide rule. Director myself askcane 
downwith the metal propellor which he 1 use I 
at thehad been mounting. George Cou- I cave 
maybeper, about to explain the use of 1 !lfe 
on youphotography in salesmanship, was 1 
the eyejerked into place, and next to him nh youngcame Vard Shepard, who was using ·f ~1 canea ham to show the proper growth e -h 
of pork. Carl G. Beck, who had you a if 
been dusting off the Owl, symbol mbay be are 
of the F. F. A. chapter, brought usy itis! 
the old bird along in his hurry. cane -felt 
Miss Margaret Chase was display- it is! busy 
ing a scroll to her English stu- end of s fell 
dents, and next came Walter Ten- the eyes no 
neson and D. H. Hotchkin, arguing young who 
over a ledger entry concerning a going ofar 
board bill. John Perozzi had the fells end of 
Diesel plant torn down, and hung we farmer 
onto his tools. L. E. McFarland ask r self 
was contemplating a master key cave at the 
which would lock all doors simul- for h going 
taneously. Dr. G. W. Wilder was farmer we 
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Julian A. McPhee had a butcher 
knife and steel, preparatory t.o 
whittling down the budget esti­
mates, and Merritt "Pop" Smith 
was about to lead the band with 
the trombone. 
This row being filled, Roy Jones 
was pushed into the third tier, with 
the aeroplane model which he ?ad 
been using to demonstrate design. 
Coach Howie .O'Daniels had a foot­
ball in his hand, getting ready for 
spring practice. George Drumm 
was demonstrating the cream con­
tent of milk and W. B. Howes was 
demonstrating pruning. A. R. Nog­
gle had been unceremoniously jerk­
ed away from his cafeteria pots 
and pans. Henry C. Figge was 
summoned from his forge class, 
leather apron and all. Capt. J. C. 
Deuel, attempting to teach the 
baseball team how to hit, was 
forced to leave his job. Richard 
Leach had been gathering eggs, 
Alvin Hollenberg was showing a 
student how to sharpen a saw, 
and C. E. Knott was measuring a 
difficult piece of machine-shop 
lathe work. 
And before the surprised facul­
ty me~bers had time to drop their 
tools and equipment, and "doll up," 
the photcgrapher snapped the cam­
era. 
AERO MEN PLACED 
Five local Aero students are now 
making their mark in the aviation 
industry. All these men graduated 
from their courses in 1933. Bill 
Diener, Bill Russell, Ed Crandall 
and Wilfred Turrentine are work­
ing in the southern part of the 
state. Russell is with the Douglas 
plant in Santa Monica, Diener with 
the Northrup factories in Ingle­
wood and Crandall and Turrentine 
with the Eddie Martin afrport in 
Santa Ana. The fifth man is· El-
more Kenney who is the head me­
chanic at the Hanford airport, and 
also conducts a class in airplane 
engines and construction. Kenney 
also has charge of all the local ser­
vice and repair work. These men 
are all holders of federal mechan­
ics' licenses which they obtained 
at this school. 
PLAN MAY 1 PICNIC 
On Tuesday, May 1, the entire 
student body and faculty of the 
Polytechnic school will journey to 
Atascadero Lake for their annual 
May Day picnic. The day will be 
spent in playing baseball, touch 
football and in swimming and eat­
ing. Lu~ch will be served by the 
school cafeteria staff. 
The May Day Picnic is for a get­
together before the close of school. 
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High School Boys 
Caught in Try at 
Burning Block "P" 
It was a dark and foggy night, 
just such a night as is right for 
villiany or discovery. Dim, obscure 
figures climbed laboriously up. the 
side of a hill back of the Polytech­
nic school, bearing materials for 
the performance of a great experi­
ment. On the figures trudged, bend­
ing under their load; they were 
nearing their goal, and with a last 
burst of effort it was reached. 
There it lay, ghostly white, in the 
dim, misty night, the big wooden 
block P. The experiment-would it 
burn? The doubting scientists were 
members of the local high school 
student body. 
villiany-. The P demolished and 
made mto small piles, a cornbusti­
ble liquid such as gasoline added 
and allowed to soak in, the apnli­
cation of the necessary starting 
flame, and the supreme ultimate, 
fire, conflagration, destruction. 
Success at last, but alas ·and 
alack, discovery. With loud, angry 
exclamations which bodea no good 
to the culprits, Poly students 
charged the hill, in pursuit of the 
fleeing devastators. Capture was 
impossible, but the obtainin~ of 
evidence sufficient for identlfica­
tion and conviction was an actual­
ity. 
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The following day dawnea bright farmer 
and clear on an outraged and an- myself 
who 
o far 
end of 
farmer 
r self 
at the 
going 
we 
ask 
gry school on one side of town and 
on a guilty and repentant school 
on the other. Work would begin the 
following week-end on the recon­
struction of the block P, and the 
laborers were to be the high school 
students, who had burned the for­
mer structure. The first block P 
was built by the Block "P" club, 
put on the hill and maintained by 
it. The newly constructed mono­
gram is exactly the same as the 
original, being more than fiftl' feet 
tall and geometrically designed. 
s· d v1r men isit 
Aircraft Shops 
Aero Club activities have been 
more or less limited this year 
quotes Phil Skidmore, president of 
this organization, upon interview. 
Owing to lack of funds and the 
large amount of rush work in the 
shop the club activities have had 
to suffer. Nevertheless the group 
went on a barbecue early last fall 
at Atascadero Lake, at which the 
H. G. Warrens were guests of hon­
or. Mr. and Mrs. Warren were pre­
sented with gifts as tokens of the 
club members' appreciation of their 
fine work in the local shop and for 
the pleasant fellowship afforded 
the boys by the opening of their 
horne to them. 
Several educational motion pic­
tures have been sponsored by the 
Aero Club this year. These pictures 
included things pertaining to aero­
nautics and welding. The annual 
Aero Club dance was not included 
on the social program this year. 
The spring vacation was spent by 
several members in visiting the air­
craft industrial centers in the 
northern and southern parts of the 
state. Mr. M. C. Martinsen, Phil 
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Skidmore, and Dale Zobel journey- going 
ed north to the bay region on busi­
ness and pleasure. Walt Whittier 
spent his time in the south around 
Los Angeles and vicinity, combin­
inl!' pleasure ana ·education on his 
trin. 
The vice-presidency of the club 
was held by Bill Diener until re­
cently when he secured• a nosition 
in the Northrup Aircraft factories 
in Los Angeles. and since his de­
parture the office has been left 
vacant. Dale Zobel fills the office of 
secretary-treasurer. 
SWIM STARS COMPETE 
CHICAGO.-Another duel be­
tween Olive McKean, slim Seattle, 
Wash., girl and Lenore Ki& 
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March 23, Cal Poly's tennis team 
journeyed to Santa Maria Junior 
College to take a decisive victory 
over the southern netters on their 
home courts. Four matches were 
played including two singles and 
two doubles. In the match between 
Enberg and Barr, Enberg came out 
the winner with set scores of 6-1, 
6-3. Robinson took his match from 
Winn to the tune of 6-0, 6-4. En­
berg and Robinson defeated Morris 
and Hammond 6-0, 6-2. Taylor and 
Hurtt lost the only match of the 
afternoon for Poly, being defeated 
by Tenniswood and McClure 6-4, 
6-4. All the players showed up very 
well for this being the second 
match of the season. 
Three weeks ago Poly played the 
Moran tennis team losing the set 
of matches by a margin of one, 
Moran taking four matches to 
Poly's three. Plans l'Wlve been made 
for an extensive tennis program 
in the future, with matches being 
scheduled with the San Luis Obispo 
town team and return matches 
with Moran and Santa Maria, and 
also the possibility of a regular 
tennis conference either during the 
latter part of this year or possibly 
next. 
The tennis team is a new addi­
tion to the sporting curricula for 
this year, although this school has 
Hurtt and Phil Taylor. Taylor 
had a tennis team in past years. 
The members are Herb Enberg, 
Bob Robinson, AI Gholson, John 
works in conjunction with Coach 
Howie O'Daniels in the manage­
ment of the team and match ar­
rangement. 
Poly Nine in 
Practice Win 
P

feature of 
given their first opportunity to size 
np the Mustang squad for the year. 
The Mustangs surprised them­
selves, the spectators and Taft by 
taking the visitors into camp 5-3, 
but it was evident that Taft had 
not hit their stride. 
The features of the game were 
Stringfpllow's h~mer and Lyle's 
two-bagger for Taft, while Fred 
Bradley and Charley Dana each 
hooked a two-base hit for Poly. 
Leslie Rios worked hard on the 
mound for Poly and Moore pitched 
a good game for Taft. Each gar­
nered four strikeouts. 
ASEBALL fans who 
saw the Cal Poly team 
in action against Taft 
Junior College nine in 
a five-inning game Sat­
urday afternoon as a 
the Poly Royal, were 
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1934 Poly Royal Queen. 
Students in 
Radio Series 
A group of Cal Poly students 
returned this week-end from San 
Jose and San Francisco where they 
took part in two radio programs. 
A special Poly Royal program 
was presented over station KQW 
at San Jose, with Carl G. Beck di­
recting the program and announc­
ing. Music numbers were given by 
the Poly Wranglers, Bob O'Hara, 
accordian; Francis Hart, banjo and 
Carl Johnson, violin; and by Rob­
ert Barnes, pianist and Casimiro 
Pena. guitar soloist and sina-er. 
Talks were given by Ray Hamil­
ton, Jack Hamilton, Bob Rogers 
and Johnson. The Hamilton broth­
ers went on to San Francisco where 
Ray took part in a National Broad­
casting company program also ad­
vertising the Poly Royal. 
Several other student speakers 
have been selected for future N. B. 
C. programs, including Lewis Ten­
nant and Charles Ball. These net­
work programs are a monthly Fu­
ture Farmer presentation, directed 
by George Couper. Director Julian 
A. McPhee and J. I. Thompson, ag­
riculture coordinator, have been 
freoue?lt sneakers on this pro'!ram. 
while W. B. Howes, Richard L'\ach 
and George Drumm have also been 
nresented on the Future Farmer 
hour. 
PLANT WELCOME 
Students of the horticulture de­
partment are planting a floral wel­
cmre to the state F. F. A. conven­
tion. Thl' flowers snell out, "Wel­
corr.e F. F. A. May 3-5." 
farmer a':~ er. With a dizzy and blindfolded
myself entrance into the death chamber,
at the ican the neophyte greeted the audience 
cave at the with a bow, and in return was fill-
ask r self ed with vim, vigor and vitality by
use i down a slight over voltage. The newcom­down use it er was next led around tne room,youha if occasionally stepping into a puddle felt­ -cane of water to insure good electrical 
cane -felt contact in the events to come.if on you Hunting with his mouth in a pan
maybeare of cold water did not sound so good itis!busy and then to find his face covered youngwho with gooey plaster of paris killedbusyit is! his last hopes of surviving the or­
end of s fell deal. In fact, some were so near 
may be the end they could not distinguishare 

who
young between their right and left hands. 
going o far Trying to answer unanswerable 
fell s end of questions, and receiving an occa­
for h going sional jolt through their bodies as 
no the eye a reminder of hesitation would 
we farmer make most any Hercules quiver
ask r self with fright. Then with stuttering
myself ask words they gave the oath, and with 
farmer we the stamp of approval on them 
the eyes no were removed for a general wasb­ican 
cave at the upThe following students are the 
use i down added dilrnified members: Charles 
young who Duncan, Vernon Rush. Ed Berg­
the eyes no huis, Francis Saladin. Elmer Hollo­
fellows of it wav William Burns, Donald Alder­
Of c these man', Guy Jones, and Paul Friel. 
up w the ad­ They are now prenaring to make it 
write which just· as hot for the next "men of 
for world power" who are to be admitted into 
down use it thP club next vear. 
has pa all, However, all the marks of !'Ci­
am told no ence and iniustice were highly 
you have if compensated for by the serving of 
dollars ton mountainous beans of ice cream 
the ai too and "Tarzana" chunks of pie to 
can -felt all members nresent. 
at the ican Completing the urogram was a 
my first too talk bv Mr. Fred Wong "Louis, for­
to rec run mer Poly Phase member, w,ho I:ta.s 
spark frame iust returned from a year s VISit 
that end of in China. He snoke on the electri­
into a buy a cal situation of China, its present 
had to fill condition and future outfook. anrl 
fell si end of also unon the lives and habits of 
man. an old the native Chinese. 
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 Frisco Show young 
busy 
who The Cal Poly Future Farmers 
no have just won again with their 
itis! prize stock at the Interstate Junior 
s fell Baby Beef and Livestock show. 
end of The boys have been returning home 
the eye from South San Francisco where 
going the show is held. 

r self Henry Alberti now attending 

down Poly had the reserve grand cham­

pion steer of the show. For the last 
three years Alberti has been ino far ask 
this class. Two years ago he hadif 
we 	 division champion, last year he had grand champiOn and this year heican had 	reserve.use it Following are some of the otherat the 
winners in beef as well as sheepmaybe 
and hogs: In the light Herefordon you breed Alberti got first and Landeryoung 
second. Heavy Herefords, Alberti
-felt first, Grupe second. cane Heavy Angus, Davenport first,are Kerns second. busy Light Shorthorn, Troup first and 
s fell second; heavy Shornthorn, Tennant
end of first and Marquart second. Cham­the eye pion Shorthorn, Troup.going Heavy Crossbred, Tennant sec­it is! ond.
who Showmanship was won by Dav­
no enport with Tennant second and
ofar Troup fourth. 
use it In the sheep division: Hampshirefarmer breed, Righetti first and second and down also first in pens of three. In grade 
we and crossbred breeds Nevin took 
ask third. In the showmanship contest 
r self of sheep Nevin took third and Ri­
on you ghetti took fifth. 
at the In Hogs: Poland breed, Zipser
ican took fifth in individuals and third 
if in pens of three with Stone taking 
are fifth. 
cane In the Duroc breed, Hori had 
-felt third and fourth with second in 
maybe pens. Eto took third in pens and 
young Sturz fourth. 
end of In Chester White Breed, Lander 
itis! first and third and first in pens. 
busy Berkshires, La Baw second indi­
who vidual and second in pens. felt­
cave at the that produced on a musical saw. 
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no the eye Views Parks 
if on you 
ask r self Five Polytechnic students and 
cane -felt their adviser returned yesterdaybusy it is! from a five day trip in the bay and
maybe are delta region of the state. The trip
end of s fell included a morning in the whole­itis! busy sale vegetable markets of San
who young Francisco, an extensive travelfor h going through Golden Gate Park, wherefells end of they were given the special privi­young who lege of a guide who showed them
the eyes no all over the park and explained
farmer we 	 how the park was built, and some­going ofar thing of the expense and difficul­
cave at the ties met in running the park. On 
ask r self Tuesday the boys traveled to Sac­
we farmer ramento, stopping off at the state 
if on you school at Davis for a brief visit 
use i down and 	then spendin~ the rest of the 
at the ican day on the capitol grounds.
down use it Wednesday found them riding
youha if over the reclaimed country of the 
myself ask Sacramento delta region. Mr. W. 
felt­ cane R. Troutner of Lodi acted as guide 
cane -felt of the day, and took the group 
are maybe through several asparagus packing
who young plant!'t a pumping plant, and to 
busy it is! two "rain machine" irrigation sys•
it is! busy terns. 
end of s fell The party started for home 
maybe are Thursday morning, stopping to 
young who visit the California Nurseries at 
fells end of Niles. 
we farmer Those making the trip were Ed­
no the eye mund Jauch and William Troutner 
ask r self of Lodi, and Leslie Rios, Fred Ri­
for h going ghetti, Henry Dunning and Mr. W. 
going o far B. Howes, instructor, all of San 
farmer we Luis Obispo. They were accompan­
the eyes no ied in the northern part of their 
myself ask journey by cadet teachers Frank 
at the ican Dyer of Montana a:nd Wesley
down use it Smith of Sacramento. 
use i down 
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if on you The Poly baseball team, unable 
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who young under at Taft Friday afternoon 
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s fell Grades, Dooley first and second, youha caj£ !t~~nther~~:~;:~hadi;~e~i!~:i; ~~in~the eye and 	first in pens. maybe are 	 defeated 6-3. the eyedown Zipser won the hog showmanship busy it is! Perhaps it was the long ride, ~r farmerofar contest with Lander third and La cane 
-felt possibly the heat-at any rate, 1t t thBaw fifth.no itis! busy was one of the worst defeats on :se i e going The boys are now starting to get end of s fell the sports records of the local askfarmer their animals ready for the State the eyes no school. Rios pitched 1l good game, if
rself Fair this summer. Poly brought young who but a series of bobbles on the partican back with them from the show going o far of the rest of the team made good we 
we about $388.00 in prize money and fells end of pitching unavailing. caveif $2632.26 total sales receipts. These we farmer Stringfellow pitched for Taft and down
ask young farmers are to be congratu­ ask r self received excellent support. may be 
at the cave at the 	 you halated on the fine work they are do­
on you ing 	and we hope they continue to forb going .JUST a few of the many so come felt-
do as well.use it farmer we in and look them over. All kinds busy 
cane myself ask at all prices. Some real bargains. cane 
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'90's REVIVED 
"Oh, you'd look sweet on the 
rumble seat of a bicycle built for 
two." Reverting back to the days 
of the gay nineties Tom Mumma 
produced and startled the campus 
with his bicycle built for two. The 
activities of Mumma and friends 
on this velocipede are quite extim­
sive and interesting to say little of 
being thrilling. On a trip down 
Cuesta grade, the riders Mumma 
and Thompson were startled from 
their gliding reverie by the omin­
ous snap of a breaking spoke. 
Progress was immediately slowed 
down and the bicycle and crew 
proceeded more cautiously. 
This is only one of the amazing 
mechanical oddities produced by 
Mumma this year. He is also ·fam­
ous for individuality in the making 
over of Model T Fords. 
Blue Boy, Film 
Hero, Succumbs 
To Many Ills 
Blue Boy, nationally-famous hog 
of filmdom and a gift from the 
screen world to the Future Farm­
ers of America in California, 
breathed his last at the California 
Polytechnic school today. 
Expected to achieve great things 
in raising the standard of pork 
perfection in the state, Blue Boy 
turned out to be a great eater, a 
great publicity medium and a great 
problem. His months on the show 
lot caused corns, gastritis and en­
nui. While he fathered 18 children 
in one year, this record was not 
considered very good by the animal 
husbandrymen. 
Funeral services will depend up­
on the wishes of his former film 
friends. Will RoR"ers, Sally Eilers, 
ictor Jory and others. In the mean-
the eyes !~ and correct living conditions forfarmer 
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time, Drs. Vard Shepard and J. I. 
Thompson plan a post mortem. 
The Future Farmers of Cal "l'oly 
were custodians of Blue Boy· for 
the high school vocational agricul­
ture students of the state. The big
Hampshire boar was the animal 
star of "State Fair." He was about 
five years old. 
HORT TEAM WINS 
The horticulture class of Poly 
played their second game last 
night with the meat animal de­
partment "butchers." It was a 
grudge battle between the "butch­
ers" and the "pansy pickers." On 
paper the "butchers" seemed to 
have the edge on the "pansy pick­
ers." Just before this game the 
horticulture department was bless­
ed with two new members in the 
department which helped out con­
siderable. These two, Riehl and 
Bradley, proved to be the spice for 
the "planters." 
It was a hard fought game and 
ended at last to the great relief of 
all the players with the score 25-18 
in favor of the horts. Burress and 
Owens played bang-up basketball 
for the "butchers." 
Caf-Dorm 
Committee 
A new committee, the Cafeteria­
Dormitories Committee, started 
this year on the Polytechnic cam­
pus, has proven itself very useful 
and important. Formed to better 
the students staying on the campus, 
the committee has carried out its 
functions in a very satisfactory 
manner. 
The committee is composed of 
the vice-president of the student 
body, who acts as chairman of the 
committee, a representative from 
each dormitory, one representative 
non-resident of the campus, and 
the directors of the dormitories 
and the cafeteria. These members 
are: Dale Zobel, chairman; Bill 
Owens, Chase Hall: Al Gholson, 
Jespersen Dorm; Chris Hoover, 
non-resident; Capt. Deuel, director 
of dormitories; and Mr. A. R. Nog­
gle, director of the cafeteria. 
WARREN TAKES NEW POST 
H. G. Warren, head of the aero­
nautics department at the Califor­
nia Polytechnic school for the last 
seven years, has accepted a posi­
tion at the Pasadena Junior college. 
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Aero Class 
Fixes Ship 
California Polytechnic's Aero 
Department scores again. By put­
ting their la st job in the air, a Cur­
tiss Robin single engine cabin 
going monoplane, the staff and students 
r self of this department again came into 
down the public eye and gained recogni­
0 far tion from the aviation circles for 
ask excellent work. This airplane came 
if to the shop on one small trailer, 
we a load of disassembled, broken 
ican wrecKage. After a careful survey 
use it of the necessary repairs M. C. Mar­
at the tinsen put his boys to work and 
may be now the finished product is the 
on you result. New parts and structural 
young members had to be built, and that 
-felt part of the plant that could be used 
cane again had to be checked and 
are strengthened. 
busy The work began with the check­
s fell ing over of the wreckage for sal­
end of vagable materials and components 
the eye around which the rebuilding work 
going could begin. Missing parts were 
it is! made up and supplied. Those units 
who which were broken or bent were 
no fixed up and strengthened so they 
o far were as good as new. Finally the 
use it whole structure was completed, 
farmer checked and ready for covering and 
down finishing. The covering and finish-
we ing accomplished the plane was 
ask again ready for service in the fine 
r self condition that it is seen in today. 
on you While one group was working on 
at the the repair of the airplane proper, 
ican another was giving the Challenger 
if motor belonging to this plane, a 
are complete overhaul. All drawings 
cane necessary for the reconstruction of 
-felt this ship were made in the draft­
may be ing department, under the direc­
young tion of Roy L. Jones, who replaced 
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State Meet 
of F. F. A. 
With the national president, Bob­
by Jones of Radnor, Ohio, in at­
tendance, the Future Farmers of 
America are holding their annual 
California state convention at the 
California Polytechnic school here 
during the next three days. 
Pre-registration indicates that 
more than 400 high school voca­
tional agriculture students from 
about 100 of the schools in the 
state with Smith-Hughes agricul­
ture departments and Future Far­
mer chapters, will be in attendance. 
Tomorrow will be taken up with 
statewide judging contests in live­
tock, dairy catle, dairy products, 
poultry, trees, agronomy and ag­
ricultural mechanics. Applicants 
for the State Farmer degree of the 
Future Farmer organization will 
take occupational tests from 1 to 4 
o'clock. 
The statewide public speaking 
contest, between the best speaker 
from each of the six regions of 
California, will take place Thurs­
day evening, and the winner will 
repeat his talk on the western net­
work radio program of the N a­
tiona! Broadcasting company on Saturday~ 
The official convention will start 
Friday morning. State President 
Walden Denny of Placer Union 
high school, Auburn, will be in the 
chair. State Secretary John de 
Boer of Modesto will keep the min­
utes and Treasurer Clyde Christen­
sen of Perris will report on the 
financial condition of the organi­
zation. 
The period from Friday morning 
to Saturday noon will be taken up 
s fell completed in the shop this year. has pa all to the visitors, and will take an forh 
the eye A commercial biplane was brought am told n~ important part in helping arrange going 
the eyedown in, recovered and finished as well you have if matters for their convenience. farmero far as several structural changes made. dollars ton The local chapter is headquarters 
no The original motor, a water cooled the ai too chapter for the state program and at the 
going Curtiss OXX-5, was taken out, the can -felt is looked up to for assistance and use i 
farmer motor mount fittings rebuilt, and at the ican leadership. ask 
r self a Comet air cooled radial engine my first too Julian A. McPhee, director of if 
ican put in. torec run Cal Poly, is state adviser for the we Future Farmers of America. Thespark frame cave 
wJ ha~ :b.~~~~ ~~~:c\ofofh~e:~o~e~! that end of local chapter president, Ray 0. down Hamilton, is helping to make ar­ maybeask the form of a slightly wrecked into a buy a 
rangements for the visitors.at the light training plane. This ship will had to fill youha 
on you receive the usual treatment given fell si end of felt­
use it to jobs of this kind. man. an old KIDNAPED, STABBED busy 
cane are may be DUNSMUIR, CaL-Curtis cane 
end of H. G. Warren after his transfer up w the ad- the Poly dining hall is scheduled 
it is! to Pasadena Junior College during write which for Friday night and a barbecue 
busy the fall semester. for world for Saturday noon. 
who This project was one of the two down use it Cal Poly students will be hosts 
young who . with instruction for chapter offi­
the eyes no cers, group discussions on chapter 
fellows of it procedure, recreation and agrtcul­
Of c these tural demonstrations. A banquet in 
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2000 VISITORS ~*e 

\at theAT POLY ROYALl~~~;~ 

A crowd estimated at from 1500 
to 2000 persons visited the Califor­
nia Polytechnic school Saturday 
and took part in the various events 
of the second annual Poly Royal 
agricultural show. 
The high point of the day was 
the coronation at the dance of Miss 
Poly Royal, as queen for the com­
ing year. The queen-elect, Miss 
Jane Horton of San Luis Obispo, 
received the crown from Director 
Julian A. McPhee. Members of her 
court, the Misses Jane Zellner, Ma­
rian Talbot, Frances Vear, Lucy 
Brown, and LaVonne Richardson, 
were all present at the coronation 
ceremonies. 
The Poly Royal show started at 
9 o'clock with various student com­
petit ive events. In the showing of 
dairy animals, Robert Bayles took 
the championship with a Jersey 
bull. In the beef cattle division, 
Henry Alberti 's Hereford steer was 
champion. Norman Zipser showed 
the champion sow, Rollin Lander 
the champion barrow and the best 
carload of barrows. 
In the poultry show, the cham­
pion bird of all breeds was a Leg­
horn hen showed by Laurence Jes­
persen. Harry LaBaw showed 
champion heavy-breed male and fe­
use 1 
felt-­
male, and champion Leghorn male. may be 
Winners in the egg show were end of 
Luther Tipton, Edmund Jauch and it is! 
Raymond Biedenwig. who 
The horticulture contest was won if 
by Frank Olgiati, who took first no 
in spotting plants. Ed Bartlome are 
won the potting contest. In the busy 
grand championships, Olgiati was cane 
first, Harry Whitesides second and f ll 
William Troutner third. The wo- g~in~
men's plant identification contest 
was won by Mrs. Ella King of San Ythoung
Luis Obispo. e eyeforbThe Farm Bureau judging con- ask 
test was won by the Simmler team 
of Jack Pond, Fred Trever and we 
Henry Wreden. J. Karney of San cave 
Luis Obispo won the horse weight , at the 
guessing contest, Jack Hansen of Ifarm!f 
San Luis Obispo the contest in myse 
guessing the production of dairy dow;t 
cattle, and Winfield Andrews of ?Se 1 
Pozo the egg-guessing competition. l 1f 
Harold Widemann of Gonzales are 
made the best guess at the weight ~a!le 
of hogs. 1tls! 
The Standard Oil company pub- felt-­
lie address system was in use dur- you ha 
ing the day, with Frank G. "Hap- may be 
py" Wintz ·at the controls. A num- end of 
her of guests s:poke over the ad- fell s 
?res system durmg the day. They busy 
mcluded State Senator Chris "Jes- who 
if persen, State Assemblyman Ellis 
are E. Patterson, Director McPhee, 
cane Dean C. B. Hutchinson of the col­
-felt lege of agriculture, University of 
maybe California; Fred L. Griffin, direc­
farmer tor of non-degree work at the same 
young institution; San Greene, secretary­
busy manager of the California dairy 
who council; Jennings Pierce, direc;tor 
no of a~cultural programs, western 
it is! division of the National Broadcast­ing company; County Farm Advi­s fell 
ser Parker Talbot, Poly queen can­end of 

the eye 
 didates, livestock judges and oth­
going ers. A barbecue in Poly grove at­r self 
tended by about 800 persons was adown 
noon event. The school band di­ofar 
rected by Merritt "Pop" Smithask played at the show arena, in the 
we 
if parade and at the barbecue. 
ican In the afternoon, judging events 
use it were completed and awards an­
at the nounced by Senator Jespersen. 
maybe William Owens, general superin­
on you tendent of the Poly Royal, and Ray 
young 0. Hamilton, president of the Cal Poly Future Farmer chapter which
-felt 
cane sponsors the show, addressed . the 
are visitors over the public address 
system. A double-header baseball busy game was played, with Poly de­s fell feating Taft Junior college 5-2 andend of losing to the town Missions 10-0.the eye 
going Scores of persons outstanding in 
it is! agricultural and educational circles 
who were in attendance throughout the 
no day. Visitors came from Tehama 
o far county on the north to San Diego 
use it county on the south. 
farmer Among them were truck or bus­
down loads of high school students from 
we Gonzales, Templeton, Tulare, Was­
co, Santa Maria and Santa Ynez.ask Many visitors took advantage ofr self 
the day to visit the industrialon you 
shops, which held open house fromat the 9 to 6 o'clock. With a meeting ofican the staff of the state bureau of 
are 
if 
agricultural education scheduled 
cane here, the regional supervisors, E. W. Everett of Los Angeles, How­
-felt 
ard Chappell of Sacramento, A. G.maybe Rinn of Chico B. R. Denbigh ofyoung Fresno, were all present and as­end of 
sisted in the Poly Royal. S. S. Suth­itis! erland, teacher-trainer, was alsobusy here from the Davis college. who The Poly Royal dance closed the
s fell day's festivities. The Poly Royalthe eye queen candidacies had been voteddown upon the previous day, but the re­
ofar sults were not announced until just
no prior to the coronation ceremonies. going A large crowd attended the dance.f armer Evidence of the growth of this
r self event since last year is shown inican the crowd, and in the participation
we of the Farm Bureau judging teams.if Last year only five farm centers
ask weer represented; this year every
at the one of the 13 centers in the county
on you had teams entered. Much of the 
use it success for the large attendance 
cane goes to William Troutner as gen­
cave at the 
recent luncheon meeting brought myselfare maybe out a number of students with pre- youngif on you vious Y experience. fell s
no the eye Other officers are Ray 0. Hamil- no
who young ton, vice-president; Bill Nolan, sec­ arefelt­ cane retary-treasurer, and Bob Rogers, forhyou ha if reporter. Members are Elmer Lind­ goingmaybe are quist, John Sharp, John Hain, Phil the eyebusy it is! Taylor and Lloyd Smith. farmercane - felt 
at theitis! busy 
end of s fell CHANGE HEADS use i 
askthe eyes no ifyoung who Henry Vervais, Poly student body
going o far president, recently lef t ~hool to we 
fells end of re turn to his home at Pleasanton, cave downwe farmer Calif. At a student meeting held 
maybeask r self yesterday, Alden Turner, vice-pres­ you hacave at the ident, was elevated to the presi­
for h going dency and Dale Zobel was elected felt­
farmer we ·to fill t he office left vacant by busy 
myself ask I Turner. cane 
cave at the eral secretary and Bob Rogers, no 
down use it chairman of the publicity commit- are 
at the ican tee. who 
youha if While all expenses have not been busy 
felt­ cane totaled, Treasurer Albert Adams end of 
use i down reports that the affair was a finan- the eye 
are maybe cia! success, with about $55 the young 
no the eye probable net sum to be banked to going 
if on you finance the third annual Poly Royal fell s 
ask r self next year. we Student committee chairmen askcane -felt 
were: Division superintendents, cavebusy itis! 
meat animals, Colyear Burress; for hmaybe are 
swine Zipser, beef Lennis Norman, myselfend of s fell 
sheep Charles Stone, dairy Orville farmerit is! busy Spear, poultry Luther Tipton, egg at thewho young 
show Don Laver, and hort show use i for h going Masaji Eto and Leslie Rios. downfells end of Finance Albert Adams, barbecue hyoung who Bayles, ·parking and police Jack you ~ the eyes no Hamilton, clea~up Clifford Bjork, "feiLfarmer we dance Henry Dunning, ju!lging bgoing ofar ring Ed Kelley, clerking Fred Ri- usy
cave at the ghetti, publicity Rogers, signs Hen- cane
ask r self ry Dunning, reception and pro- j[e
we farmer grams Ray Hamilton, parade Bur- whoif on you ress, farm bureau judging Ray
use i down Hamilton, contests and entertain- ·it is! 
at the ican ment Rogers, and women's recep- end of 
down use it tion, Mrs. George M. Drumm. myself 
you ha if young 
myself ask fells 
felt­ cane POLY "Y" MEETS ask 
cane -felt no 
are maybe One of the most successful Sun­ use i 
who young day morning programs of the year going 
busy it is! was held by the Poly Y club yes­ the eye 
it is_! busy terday morning, according to forh 
end of s fell Charles Hagemeister, president. ltis!, 
maybe are The Poly Y has been meeting we 
young who from 8 :45 to 9:30 each Sunday if 
fells end of morning for a round-table discus­ cave 
we farmer sion. Most of the conferences have at the 
no the eye centered around chapters taken farmer from James Gordon Gilkey's book, ask r self down 
"Solving Life's Everyday Prob- canefor h going !ems." Members of the faculty felt­going ofar 
we have been alternating as club ad- you hafarmer 
visers each Sunday morning. may bethe eyes no The Tri-county Y secretary, C. busymyself ask Merle Waterman, has been of great whoat the ican 
assistance in bringing up the club aredown use it 
membership, and has been present it is!use i down almost every discussion period. A end of 
maybe 
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EL RODEO STAFF 

First row, from the left: P. Taylor, bus, mgr.; Geo. P. Coupter, adviser; 
H. Dunning, editor. 
Second 	row, from the left : H. Enberg, photography; W. T;outner, or­
ganizations; A. Gholson, industry; L. Starkey, agriculture; C. 
Johnson, athletics. 
EL RODEO STARTED 
Work has already started on the 
1934 "El Rodeo" annual at the Cal­
ifornia Polytechnic school, it was 
reported f rom the campus today. 
Henry Dunning, elected editor, 
and Phil Taylor, elected manager, 
both in the student elections, have 
lined up their staff. Dunning, in 
addition to editing the copy. will 
do the art work for the cover and 
will design some initial letters for 
athletics copy. 
Other staff members are AI Ghol­
son, Bill Troutner, La Vernze Star­
key, Herb Enberg and Carl John­
son. George Couper is faculty ad­
viser. The book this year will take 
the form of a "scrapbook" of news­
paper clippings concerning the 
school activities. 
Milkmen Get 

Real Training 

Through the efforts of George M. 
Drumm, dairy class instructor at 
the California Polytechnic school, 
and the cooperation of M. G. Sal­
mina, manager of the Harmony 
Valley Creamery, and Alex Irvine, 
manager of the Golden State 
Creamery, a course in Dairy Manu­
facturing has been started for the 
purpose of enabling dairy students 
at the Poly to qualify themselves 
for 	creamery positions. 
Only the advanced students are 
permitted to take this course. The 
five prospective dairymen now 
working at the creameries are Al­
bert Adams and Orville Spear of 
El Centro, Clifford Bjork of Tur­
lock, and Bob Bayles and Ray 
Hamilton of Red Bluff. 
The Golden State Creamery man­
ufactures butter, ice cream. and 
casein, while the Harmony Valley 
Creamery manufactures butter, 
cheese and casein. Because of the 
fact that different products are 
made at the two creameries, the 
students are rotated from one to 
the other to learn the different 
phases of the work. They also learn 
to handle the different makes of 
machinery efficiently. 
Some of the students will be able 
to earn money at the creameries 
on week-encls to help them throu~~;h 
school. If their work proves satis­
factory, they are either nromised 
a permanent job at one of these 
creameries, or are given a recom­
mendation to some other creamery. 
Through this practice work the 
students become familiar with mar­
keting problems, and they acouire 
a thorough knowledge of the dairy 
product from the time it leaves the 
farm until it reaches the consumer. 
SUICIDE NO SURPRISE 
LOS ANGELES.-The suicide of 
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POLY BAND HAS BUSY YEAR 

Front row, from the left: A. D'Amico, C. Baxter, C. Hagemeister, L. 
Starkey. Second row, from the left: L. Smith, G. Jones, G. Lock, 'R. 
Davis, E. Lindquist, S. Cundet, C. Stineman. Third row, from the left: 
H. Dunning, drum major; 0. Thompson, C. Eggett, M. B. "Pop" Smith, 
director. Fourth row, from left: R. Davis, R. Keenan, E. Christensen. 
Band Reports 
Active Year 
The close of the school year this 
week at the California Polytechnic 
school will mark another success­
ful season for Merritt B. "Pop" 
Smith and his band. 
Bandmaster Smith has now been 
at Poly for ten years, during which 
time he has directed and instructed 
ten bands, six orchestras, four sax­
ophone bands, and several other 
quartets. Also for the last two 
years Mr. Smith has helped the 
members of the "Poly Wranglers," 
trio of guitar, violin and accordian. 
Since the beginning of the Poly 
band, Smirll started from a 
"scratch" orchestra of 12 members 
and has worked the band up to as 
high as 86 members in '29. That 
year Cant. Branson of the United 
States Marine Band, who was here 
on a ~oncert tour \vith the band, 
complimented and also directed the 
Poly band. 
This year's band totals 24 mem­
bers. Last spring the band partici­
pated in the Fiesta de las Flores, 
and also played for two night pa­
rades one being the celebration of 
President Roosevelt's birthday, Ma­
sons' dinner club, Young Demo­
crats, and for Governor Rolph when 
he stopped here on his tour this 
spring. Also the band bas played 
and helped officiate at many stu­
dent assemblies, basketball games 
and several trips with the football 
squad including a trip to Santa 
Barbara and Santa Maria. The 
band also helped to make Home­
coming a colorful occasion. 
"Pop" expects to have another 
good band next year, with more 
pieces represented. The band leader 
givE's instruction on all instruments, 
individual as well as group. There 
will also be free instruction this 
summer for those students who 
stay on the campus. 
F. F. A. MEN PICNIC 
The Cal Poly Future Farmer 
chapter members were back in 
class today with an additional coat 
of tan, following an ali-day picnic 
Sunday at Morro Bay. Transporta­
tion was furnished by the faculty, 
with students and teachers leaving 
the administration building at 9 
o'clock. 
The morning was spent in swim­
ming, touch football, baseball. and 
hiking up the beach. A committee 
had gone out early to prepare a 
barbecue pit and at noon sizzling 
steaks were cooked, to top off a 
large repast.
After dinner, Casimiro Pena en­
tertained the group with guitar 
and vocal music, and later baseball 
was played with the faculty team 
holding the edge. 
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no CONTACT MAN farmer we touch with the activities of the no 
myself ask various livestock associations of we 
at the ican the state, in order that the infor­ fells 
cave at the mation which is furnished to teach­ end of 
ask r self ers will be in harmony with the going 
use i down aims and practices of the best young 
down use it adult producers; and to encourage, the eye: 
felt­ cane through the regional supervisors of farmer 
youha if agricultural education the estab­ forb 
maybe are lishment of livestock projects in ask 
cane -felt regions and under conditions that cave 
are maybe assure the greatest probability of down 
if on you success. Judging contests and at­ at the 
who young tending and assisting in the man­ myself 
busy it is! agement of fair and shows where maybeFuture Farmer activities are of you hait is! busy 
considerable volume, totals a con­ felt-end of s fell 
siderable number of days. use i young who 
"Under the title of agriculture canefells end of 
coordinator, I have the extreme ifask r self pleasure of talking to high school arethe eye boys about the California Poly­ whogoing technic school and what it has toyoung o far busy
offer.the eye we itis!
"At home, I am privileged tof armer no fellsconsult with the members of thegoing ask end ofagriculture teaching staff on stateo far ican youn'!problems in agriculture as I find goingwe use itno J. I. Thompson, coordinator for the them in my travels, suggest mate­ the eye. cave at theask Poly agriculture department. rial to be included in the courses of myselfuse i down study in order to best meet the de­ forbican we farmer mands of prospective students; anddown if on you last, but to some of the students no
r self maybeare perhaps the only important duty, we
at the Ag Coordinator cane ~felt try to help the agriculture students ask 
on you felt­ cane locate jobs. 
-felt if 
caveHas Three-Fold youha "I am now on my way to the-" at the 
use it maybe are but just then the train began to farmer 
cane end of s fell move. you haDuties in Workare busy it is! "Owlabohrrrd," bawled the con- downif it is! busy ductor. use i 
who who young "Thanks for the interview," we felt­it is! By DeMon Scrybe. no the eye shouted, but the only answer was may bebusy use i down a cloud of blue vapor emitting end ofJ. I. Thompson, agriculture co­young fells end of from one of the smoking-car win- it is!ordinator for the California Poly­the eye going ofar dows. whotechnic chool, stopped over in l:!an ifmaybe young whoLuis Obispo yesterday between noend of the eyestrains, after spending a week in no MAGAZINE GROWS s fell arefarmer wethe Sacramento valley and prior towho busyat the icananother week in the southern part caneofar forb going Publication of the state Futureof the state. As he spent onlY ten fellsno ask r self Farmer magazine at Cal Poly hasminutes on the station platformr self goingwe farmer increased more than six times thisexchanging laundry, it was neces­going youngcave at the year over last, according to wordsary to make a hasty interview.the eye the-eye. down use it from the school today."Most of my time is spent visit­farmer forbThe magazine goes to each highing the 130 high schools in the myself ask at the you·ha askschool vocational· agriculture stu­state where vocational agriculture if cane wedent in California, and is used for
ask is taught," Thompson said in ex­ felt- cane caveclass information as well as a newsplaining his job. "Since my special­ cane -felt 
we at theorgan. The publication has increas­ty is livestock, I find that most of are maybeican farmered in size from eight pages lastmy days are spent in the :~.reas if on you down myselfyear to 12 pages this year.where livestock is most numerous. busy it isl 
use it down
"Since all vocational a~riculture end of s feu It contains articles and pictures
on you use i students must carry proJects, and maybe are about the activities of the Future
maybe ifrecords show that 75 per cent ·of it is! busy Farmers throughout the state and young them are in livestock or poultry, it who young at Cal Poly, and four columns, one are 
sfen naturally follows that the greatest fells end of each written by the department cane 
ofar number of problems confronting going o far heads at Cal Poly in meat animals, it is! 
are many of the agriculture teachers young who horticulture, dairying and poultry. felt­if are those related tct livestock. My farmer we The magazine is edited by George youha
-felt job is to helv them, when request­ the eyes no Couper. maybe 
it is! ed; and to help them keep up to myself ask The subscription list has grown end of 
busy date on livestock trends and prac­ forb going from 1050 last year to 6850 issues fells 

end of tices. we farmer 
per month this year. Ten issues busy
who. "I am also expected to keep in no the eye each year are published. who 
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Front row, from the left: R. Bowen, E. Berghuis, E . Flory, J. Benich, 
A. Polletti, E. Lauppe. 
Second row, 	from the left: R. Doscher, mgr.; L. Rios, S. Ferguson, F. 
Bradley, A. Gholson, L. Cox, W. Ptak, C. Dana, J. C. Deuel, coach. 
AVERAGES LISTED 
In 	the only game r emaining on 
t he schedule, Poly meets the Santa 
Maria junior college nine at the 
local field. Because of the improved 
5howing the team has made, plus 
a previous victory over the Bull­
dogs, the Mustangs are favored to 
win. 
Following are players, positions 
and batting averages to date: 

Stineman, 1b ...............................533 

Gholson, cf .................................500 

Bradley, 3b .................................429 

Zipser, If .................................... .400 

Oblizalo, rf ................................ . 333 

Dana, ss ............................ ........ .292 

Benich, cf .................................. .273 

Florey, cf ....................... ............200 

Rios, p ........................................ . 188 

Ferguson, c .. .............................. .188 

Cox, cf .. .......................................166 

Lauppe, 2b ......... ........ ............... .091 

Dooley, c ................................... . 000 

Poletti, If ................................... .000 

Norman, If .............................. .. .000 

Berghuis, c ................................ .000 

Hori, rf ...................................... .000 

Alberti, c .................................... .000 

Brown, If . ................... ................ :ono 

Hurtt, cf .................................... . 000 

HEIR TO NO JUNK,_ 
When you invest in our Bond or 
Gold Note you will not fall heir 
to junk, a liability and not an as­
set or a t roubleso 
Bulldog Nine 

Dropp'd 12-10 

Poly's baseball team, smarting 
under a string of defeats in prac­
tice contests, went out for blood 
at Santa Maria Friday afternoon 
and defeated their conference op­
ponents in the junior college league 
12-10. The game marked straight 
victories over the Santa Maria J . 
C. in football, basketball and base­
ball. 
The Mustangs outplayed and out­
hit the Bulldogs throughout the 
game except for the eighth inning. 
It was in this canto that the home 
team started a rally which almost 
brought disaster to the Orange and 
Green team. 
The inning started with the 
score 7-2 in favor of Poly and end­
ed with a count of 9-7 in favor of 
Santa Maria. Poly chalked up two 
more in the ninth to throw the 
game into a tie, and both teams 
scored in the tenth to stretch the 
contest to added time. In the elev­
enth, the Mustangs sent two men 
around the bases to win. 
The game was featured by two 
three-baggers for Benich, one each 
for Stineman, Flory and Ferguson 
for Poly and Deboux for the Bull­
dogs. Two-base hits for Poly were 
tallied by Benich, Stineman, Obli­
zalo and Rios. Each pitcher garner­
ed 10 strikeouts. 
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Hi, boys! Today's fable concerns 
one Leslie Rios. Rios, it seems, was 
mistaken for a sheep and was 
sheared. He claims the dice were 
loaded. 
* * * 
Joe Robinson Bungstarter offers 
today's pome: 
Hello, Central! Gimme 
The number of a babe, 
That's got a car and tickets, 
To the ballroom Balconade. 
* • • 
ANGELA 
APPLESAUCE 
SEZ: 
"Keeping one's 
mind on one's work 
is so difficult, espe­
cially when one's 
desk faces the door, 
around which lounge 
such handsome fellows as Bill 
Owens, "Gardner" Smith and Pat 
Elliott. Iyoung who.. • fells end of* farmerOscar Beep Jauch confided to we 
the eyefriends today that he is fed up with no 
r selfbeing a campus hero. "What did I ask goingever do," he complained petulantly. for h 
0 far"When the guard falls over my going 
feet, can I help it if he isn't up farmer we 
when I'm shooting a basket?" the eyes no 
ask
* • * j myself ican
L.l D G th' ff. . Iat the1 ee ee, o 1ce vamp, IS down use it 
very much upset. She figures that use i down 
she won't get very many dates, I at the
since the country is off the Goold cave rna b
st:mdard. !ire on~ e I
* * * 
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If th ou I Oct. 6-Santa Maria J. C., here. 
OUR CANDIDATE FOR THE I ~oho e eye I Oct. 13-Salinas J. C., there(ten­young tative).POISON OAK CLUB felt­ ca~ef ..-oct. 20-Fresno State Frosh,The student in the next room at you ha 1 
the dorm who borrowed our cork- may be I here. 
screw and straightened it into an busy 1.tll;r~ I Oct. 27-Santa Barbara State,Is.ice pick. cane 
-felt
• • • itis! busy 1EVERYDAY PAPA COW endof s fell
"I'm sorry not the eyes no 
to have that pa- young 
per today, Miss going 
Chase, but my fell s 
aunt stopped ov- we 
er between trains ask 
last night, and cave 
as she's putting me through school, for h 
I simply had to be with her." farmer 
• • • myself 
who l 
o far 
end of 
LEA~~~S OF 4l
Lids off to 
"Wildcat" Bur- ~<i) ,. 
ress. He proved " 
that not only can 
one get through a
school with a lit­
tle bull, but make 

a co mfortable 

living as well.

• • * 
TODAY'S DEFINITION 
Succes in ag projects is defined 
as having skeleton keys to the most 
feed rooms. 
"E DIARY ~ 
Uppe betymes, and to the dining 
halle, where I do betake of what 
doth appeare to be oake shavings, 
which do be classified as baycon, 
welle donne. Thence to the class 
roome, where I do falle into deepe 
slumber under the soothing tones 
of Master Becke. Luncheon at ye 
dining hall again but Lord! I do 
be fed up with those salads-for­
sooth, I do crave foode more fitted 
for humans than for cowes. And 
so, to classes again in the after­
noon, but no surcease. A pox, I 
saye, on Vard Shepard, who hands 
me a pitchforke and sets himselfe 
to watch that I do a thorough 
jobbe. And so, to bed, after a pleas­
ant game of pinochle with cronies. 
GRID SKED GIVEN 
Poly's football schedule for 1934 
season will be the delight of the 
local fans. The games are sched­
uled to begin early in September 
and the season will extend to the 
latter part of November. Coach 
Howie O'Daniels has eight games 
already scheduled and more as 
prospects for the open dates which 
he now has. The competition prom­
ises to be stiff and good games are 
anticipated. 
The schedule is as follows: 
Sept. 22-Visalia J. C., here. 
Sept. 29-Bakersfield J. C., there. 
there (tentative). 
Nov. 3-Moran, here (tentative). 
Nov. 12-St. Mary's Frosh, here. 
Nov. 17-0pen. 
TAKE D. C. TESTS 
Advanced students in the aero­
farmer nautics department at the Califor­
r self nia Polytechnic school will take 
at the department of commerce tests this 
going week, reports M. C. Martinsen. The 
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Second row, from the left: Coach Howie O'Daniels, J . Hart, W. Trout­
ner, C. Johnson, P. Elliott, R. Bayles, C. Bjork, G. Smith, R. Gam­
bell, C. Dana, C. Davidson, L. Rios, Coach J. C. Deuel. 
TRIP PLANS MADE 
The Block "P" club of thP. Cali­
fornia Polytechnic school will make 
their annual fishing and initiation 
trip to the Arroyo Seco country 
next week-end, according to an an­
nouncement made today by Herbert 
Enberg. 
The lettermen's society has had 
a busy year, according to reports. 
Among the activities were chang­
ing the color of official varsity 
!'weaters from white to dark green. 
The new sweaters are much heav­
ier and will wear longer, it is be­
lieved. 
Members of the organization act­
ed as guides and worked at the in­
formation desk during the Poly 
Royal show, and the members have 
been called upon to aid in many 
activities on the campus. 
Another activity of the club was 
to plan and erect a large block "P" 
on the hill east of the campus. This 
was painted white and made a dis­
ulay visible for manv miles. The 
letter emblem was destroyed by 
v::ondals who were later apprehend­
ed and required to repair the dam­
age. 
Officers of the club this year are 
Enberg oresident. Bob Robinson 
vice-president, Albert Adams sec­
retary. Edmund Jauch treasurer 
and Coach Howie O'Daniels and 
Caot. J. C. Deuel advisers. 
Members in the club up to the 
final initiation were Leslie Rios, 
Clay Davidson, Edmund Florey, 
Jay Hart, Howard Wilson, Clifford 
Bjork, Albert Adams, Gardner 
Smith, Bob Bayles, Bob Gambell, 
Baldwin Reinhold, Colyear Burress, 
James Bishop, Pat Elliott, Bob 
Robinson. John Benich, .John Hurtt, 
He1·bert Enberg, Carl Johnson, Ed­
mund Jauch and Henry Dunning. 
CADETS TRAIN HERE 
Eight cadet teachers, college 
graduates who are training for 
Smith-Hughes agriculture instruc­
tion positions in high schools of 
California next year, arrived at the 
Caifornia Polytechnic school over 
the week-end. 
The eight young men will spend 
the next five months in intensive 
training here, teaching classes un­
der supervision, helping with the 
project work and studying teacn­
ing methods daily. One purpose of 
the training year is to get the · ca­
dets "back to the soil" after four 
years of college. Since the begin­
ning of school last fall, they have 
been teaching in high schools near 
Sacramento, Modesto and Davis. 
The ei~ht men are Walter Shore, 
Cleo McCary, Robert Durbrow,Carl 
Garrison, Carroll Mundy, Frank 
Dyer, Wesley Smith and Ray Lon­
burg. They are expected to be 
welcome additions in faculty pro­
fessional and recreational func­
tions. 
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Front row from the left: V. Rush, L. Smith, R. Hathaway, R. Robinson, 
C. Brown, L. TennaRt, I. Hori, H. Sturz. 
Second 	row from the left: Coach Howie O'Daniels, E. Bartlome, W. 
Murphy, G. Riehl, R. Bayles, J. Oblizalo, B. Reinhold, F. Hart, R. 
Troup, Coach J. C. Deuel, L. Starkey, mgr. 
Trackmen See 
Title Hopes 
RACKSTERS today 
were starting their last 
week of practice before 
the big conferenc~ meet 
to be held at the Moran 
field between Salinas, 
Santa Maria, Moran and Poly this 
Saturday. 
The defeats of the past are con­
sidered by the team to have been 
very good practice. Other activities 
have been suspended until the com­
pl!!tion of the track l::eason this 
Saturday. 
It is thought by Coaches Howie 
O'Daniels and Capt. J. C. Deuel 
son, Hathaway and Robinson, re­
lay; Smith, Robinson, Vernon Rush 
and Harry Sturz, mile. 
On Saturday, April 7, the boys 
met Moran and Paso Robles high 
school in a triangular meet at Mo­
ran. The meet was won by Paso 
Robles with Poly second and Moran 
third. The following Wednesday 
they went to Santa Maria where 
they were again defeated 68-54. 
Saturday the 14th they motored to 
Santa Barbara and participated in 
a triangular ·meet with Santa Bar­
bara State and Cal Christian. Cal 
Christian won this meet with Santa 
Barbara second and Poly third. 
GRADUATES PLAN 
Commencement plans are still in 
the tentative stage, according to 
the faculty committee in charge. 
However, formal exercises are 
that the Poly trackmen have a · being planned for the students who 
chance to win this conference meet. I[ will finish their instruction this 
The men and the events in which 
they enter follows: Lewis Tennant 
and Ed Bartlome, 100-yard dash; 
Tennant and Bartlome, 220; Hi. 
Clawson and Bob Hathaway, 440; 
Bob Robinson, Howard Wilson and 
Lloyd Smith, 880; Bob Bayles, 
high hurdles; George Riehl and 
Bayles, low hurdles; Baldwin Rein-
hold high jump; Francis Hart, 
Reinhold and Riehl, broad jump; 
John Oblizalo, Leslie Rios and Gun­
ner Jepson, discus; Oblizalo and 
Riehl, javeln; Oblizalo and Riehl, 
!\hot; Walter Murhy ana Bob 
Troup, pole vault; Bartlome, Claw­
vear. Placinl! the school on a strict­
iy vocational basis without the us­
ual class levels has made it neces­
sary to plan for changes in Com­
mencement exercises. 
For instance, a number of stu­
dents who are finishing this year 
have already been employed in per­
manent positions. Others plan to 
return next y~ar for advanced 
training. A committee headed by 
Miss Margaret Chase is in charge 
of the event. 
One of the changes suggested is 
to have student speakers on the 
program. 
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